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INTRODUCTION

1 INTRODUCTION
At a rate of 600 bricks a day, working 6‐days a week, 11‐year‐old Sima’s annual brick production is
an easy calculation. Calculating the cost to Sima, however, is much more difficult, as the cost of child
bonded labour is paid over a lifetime through the loss of health, education and opportunities.
This study is a rapid assessment of one of the most prevalent, yet least known, forms of hazardous
labour in Afghanistan – for both children and adults – and one of the worst forms of labour for
children in particular. Narrowing in on one sector, this report strives to provide an accurate
depiction of bonded labour practices in brick kilns in two provinces of Afghanistan – namely,
Nangarhar and Kabul – by looking at the supply‐side, demand‐side and structural factors that shape
bonded labour. While studies on bonded labour in brick kilns have been conducted in other South
Asian countries, little qualitative information and even less quantitative data on bonded labour has
been gathered in Afghanistan prior to this study.

1.1 OBJECTIVES
This rapid assessment combines a bottom‐up and top‐down approach designed to connect policy
makers with populations of concern by drawing evidence from the field and presenting it in a way
that can be readily used to inform policy decisions. By establishing a better understanding of the
nature of bonded labour in Afghanistan, this research will serve as a baseline for designing
interventions and measuring the progress of implementation of ratified ILO conventions to eliminate
forced labour and the worst forms of child labour in Afghanistan.
More specifically, this report seeks to:
1. Document the nature, extent and prevalence of bonded labour and child bonded labour in
brick kilns in two Afghan provinces;
2. Identify the actors of the bonded labour market as well as the actors intervening to diminish
this form of forced labour;
3. Evaluate the situations of specific vulnerable, and socio‐demographic groups;
4. Assess the nature of debt bondage in brick kilns; and
5. Examine bonded labour dynamics and assess the ingredients of forced labour.
Structure of the report:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chapter 1 – Introduction: Objectives, definitions and methodology
Chapter 2 – Kilns & Employers: The demand side of bonded labour in brick kilns
Chapter 3 – Households: The supply side of bonded labour in brick kilns
Chapter 4 – Focus on Children: The reality of child bonded labour in brick kilns
Chapter 5 – The Bigger Picture: Linking bonded labour to national policy priorities
Chapter 6 – Conclusion
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BOX 1.1. USE OF AFGHAN BRICKS BY THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY
Afghan brick kilns drew attention in March 2011 when a New York Times article claimed that NATO
forces were using bricks made by children: “The use of child labour is also a concern of NATO forces
in Afghanistan, particularly those involved in reconstruction programmes. Yet kiln owners and
contractors say bricks made by children are routinely used in NATO projects.”1
Bonded labour, notably child bonded labour, is so pervasive in the brick kiln industry throughout
South Asia that bricks for any project in Afghanistan, large or small, are de facto coming from kilns
that utilise child bonded labour. Indeed, NATO projects, as a result, are using bricks made by
children, however, without any alternative sources than those described in this report, it would be
almost impossible not to.
Although the relationship between brick kilns and NATO projects is unavoidably present, there is no
direct link between brick kiln owners and NATO forces. Brick kiln owners rarely have contact with
the final consumers of their bricks, as bricks may be resold several times before they reach their final
destination.

1.2 DEFINING CONCEPTS
1.2.1

DEFINITIONS: FORCED, BONDED, AND CHILD LABOUR

Often overlapping and converging, depending on the context, the concepts of forced labour, bonded
labour and child labour create considerable confusion. Beyond representing policy and legal
concepts, what do they actually mean? In order to be operationalised at the field level, as a means
of identifying harmful practices, these terms must first be clearly defined and understood.
This brief introduction into the concepts will provide a coherent basis from which to analyze the
specificities of the Afghan context of bonded labour. Our desk review has shown a lack of a single or
simple definition for these concepts, as each situation must be analyzed and addressed individually.
Given the complexities of these concepts, this section provides a means for readers to discover or
refresh their understanding of forced labour, bonded labour and child labour. It also provides a
conceptual framework that will be used throughout the rest of the report.
Forced labour: “All work or service which is exacted from any person under the menace of any
penalty and for which the said person has not offered himself voluntarily.”
‐ Forced Labour Convention, 1930, no. 29

The first element of this definition of forced labour, the menace of penalty, can take multiple forms,
the most extreme being physical violence and death threats while the subtler forms being those of a
psychological or financial nature, including non‐payment or loss of wages, or economic penalties
linked to debt owed to the employer. The second element, the involuntary nature of work, can be
the result of such coercive means as physical confinement, deception, birth into enslavement or
bondage, or induced indebtedness. To be induced, indebtedness must result from practices such as
excessive interest rates, dishonest accounting practices, or the reduced value of goods or services.
While many types of bonded labour fall under the definition of forced labour, it is important to note
that not all cases of bonded labour meet the two necessary elements – menace of penalty and
involuntary nature of work – to be considered forced.
Debt bondage (bonded labour): “The status or condition arising from a pledge by a debtor of his
personal services or of those of a person under his control as security for a debt, if the value of those

1

Kamber, Michael (2011), “In Afghan Kilns, a Cycle of Debt and Servitude,” The New York Times, 15 March 2011.
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services as reasonably assessed is not applied towards the liquidation of the debt or the length and
nature of those services are not respectively limited and defined.”
‐1956 United Nations Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave
Trade, and Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery

According to this definition, a debtor agrees to pay off his debt by offering his services or those of
another to work off the debt. However, these conditions alone – the presence of a debt and the
pledge of labour or services – are necessary but not sufficient requirements to indicate a situation of
debt bondage.2 The worker or workers in question are held as collateral for the loan; thus, the
movement and decisions of the worker are restricted until the debt is repaid.
The decision to become a bonded labourer may be voluntary or involuntary. In offering his or her
own services, the debtor enters into the agreement voluntarily: “The bonded labourer is a
technically free wage labourer whose state of servitude may be terminated on payment of the debt.
So, although once bonded a worker is unfree, the act of choosing to be bonded is usually one freely
made to avert acute poverty or starvation.”3
If the debtor offers the services of another person, the labourer in question may or may not be
entering into the agreement voluntarily. The services of a child or of an entire family can be offered
to pay off a debt. In some cases, debt can also be passed down between generations.
The final condition for debt bondage relates to the terms of the repayment of the debt. Either the
worker is underpaid in such a way that he or she is unable to pay down the principal of the debt or
the duration and type of work are not established. In the cases of Afghan brick kilns, both cases can
occur.
BOX 1.2. EXCEPTIONS TO THE RULE: BONDED BUT NOT FORCED?
“Most bonded labourers would fall within the ILO’s own definition of forced labour, but there are
arguably certain exceptions.”4 Some cases, particularly those of adult males in Afghan brick kilns,
raise questions about whether in fact they meet the two requirements to be considered forced
labour: i) involuntary in nature and ii) extracted under the menace of penalty.
Adult men enter into situations of bonded labour in Afghan brick kilns voluntarily. While some may
debate the voluntary nature of this decision, given the limited alternatives available, the 1930
Forced Labour Convention (no. 29) does not cover “situations of pure economic necessity, as when a
worker feels unable to leave a job because of the real or perceived absence of employment
alternatives.”5 Moreover, this report will demonstrate that the type of indebtedness found in most
Afghan brick kilns may not be induced. This is in part due to Islamic rules and regulations, which
prohibit interest on loans, and in part due to competition from other brick kilns, which ensures
better terms. In fact, multiple cases were found in which households regularly paid off debts, only to
request another advance the following year.
The fulfilment of the second element of forced labour – the menace of penalty – is a bit more
ambiguous in Afghan brick kilns. If an individual stops working, the main consequence he or she
faces is the loss of shelter provided as in‐kind payment at the kiln site. However, the workers are not
denied the right to seek shelter elsewhere. They are constrained, therefore, by their circumstances.
Dependence is created when kiln owners provide such in‐kind payments as shelter; this dependence
could potentially be used as a means of coercion, but in‐kind payments are not inherently coercive.6

2

Based on interview with Eric Edmonds, Associate Professor at Dartmouth College, 21 October 2011.
Genicot, Garance (2002), “Bonded Labor and Serfdom: A Paradox of Voluntary Choice,” Journal of Development
Economics, Vol. 67, Issue 1, 101‐127.
4
ILO (2005), A Global Alliance Against Forced Labour, Geneva.
5
Ibid.
6
For more on the dependence created by in‐kind payments, see Sections 2.2.2 and 3.3.
3
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TABLE 1.1. CHARACTERISTICS OF CHILD WORK AND CHILD LABOUR

Ages

15‐17

Light work

Regular work

<14 hrs/week

≥ 14 & ≤ 43 hrs/week

Worst forms of
Child Labour

Child work

12‐14

Child labour

5‐11
Source: Adapted from Altai Consulting (2008), “A Rapid Assessment on Child Labour in Kabul,”
Research commissioned by ILO‐IPEC.

Child Labour: “Work that deprives children of their childhood, their potential and their dignity, and
that is harmful to physical and mental development.”7
International definitions for child labour remain somewhat vague as the specificities are often
defined through national laws and local contexts. Greater clarity is offered by the distinction the ILO
provides between child labour and child work. Whereas child work can reap positive results, child
labour impedes a child’s education and is dangerous or harmful mentally, physically, socially, or
morally.8
Whether or not a specific job qualifies as “work” or “labour” depends on “the child’s age, the type
and hours of work performed, the conditions under which it is performed and the objectives
pursued by individual countries.”9 Figure 1.1. provides a general overview of the types of activities
allowed (child work) and those that are prohibited (child labour) according to ILO Minimum Age
Convention (no. 138) and the ILO Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention (no. 182).10
Child Bonded Labour: While there is a considerable gray area of what constitutes work or labour
when applied to circumstances on the ground, the work considered in this report – bonded labour in
brick kilns – is a clear case of child labour for those workers under 18 years of age as it falls into a
subcategory of this heading: worst forms of child labour (Box 1.3). This form of child labour meets
two of the criteria to be considered one of the worst forms of child labour: First, it is a form of debt
bondage; Second, work in brick kilns is considered “hazardous work,” as it is likely to harm the
health and safety of children.
BOX 1.3. ILO WORST FORMS OF CHILD LABOUR CONVENTION, ARTICLE 3
“For the purposes of this Convention (C182), the term the worst forms of child labour comprises:
a. all forms of slavery or practices similar to slavery, such as the sale and trafficking of children,
debt bondage and serfdom and forced or compulsory labour, including forced or compulsory
recruitment of children for use in armed conflict;
b. the use, procuring or offering of a child for prostitution, for the production of pornography or for
pornographic performances;
c. the use, procuring or offering of a child for illicit activities, in particular for the production and
trafficking of drugs as defined in the relevant international treaties;
d. work which, by its nature or the circumstances in which it is carried out, is likely to harm the
health, safety or morals of children.”
Source: ILO Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention, No. 182.

7

ILO (n.d.), “About child labour,” ww.ilo.org/ipec/facts/lang‐‐en/, accessed 24 October 2011.
ILO (n.d.)
9
Ibid.
10
Afghanistan ratified C138 and C182 on 7 April 2010; both conventions came into force on 7 April 2011.
8
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1.2.2

LEGALITY OF CHILD AND BONDED LABOUR IN AFGHANISTAN

The main obstacle in Afghanistan is not policy making or establishing laws on bonded and child
labour; rather it is one of implementation, monitoring and enforcement of said laws. Despite
existing conventions and laws, the Afghan government has suffered from a lack of capacity (and
sometimes willingness) to clearly understand, uphold and prioritize these standards. Despite the
conventions and laws discussed below, it should be noted that Afghan government lacks the
capacity to implement, monitor and enforce these standards.
National laws
The government of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan (GIRoA) does not have laws that specifically
address bonded labour. The Afghan Labour Law, however, does address compulsory work, which
would be applicable in those cases of bonded labour that can also be deemed forced labour. Article
4 of the Labour Law prohibits compulsory work, which it defines as activities performed under threat
or against the will of the worker.11
The Afghan Labour Law has several articles related to children.12 It establishes 18 as the minimum
age for adult work. Children aged 15 to 17 are allowed to work under the following circumstances:
•
•
•
•

The work entailed must not be physically arduous or pose a health or safety risk;
Work must be a form of vocational training that teaches a skill for later employment;
Working hours are limited to 35 hours per week;13 and
Youth under 18 years of age may not be assigned overtime or night shifts.

International conventions
ILO standards unequivocally condemn forced labour and the use of children in slavery and/or debt
bondage. ILO Convention No. 105 requires the immediate and complete abolition of forced and
compulsory labour.14 Afghanistan ratified the 1957 Abolition of Forced Labour Convention (no. 105)
in 1963. However, it has not yet ratified the 1930 Forced Labour Convention. The Afghan Parliament
claims to be currently studying the possibility of ratifying the convention.
Afghanistan ratified both the Minimum Age Convention (no. 138) and the Worst Forms of Child
Labour Convention (no. 182) in July 2010. ILO Convention No. 182 deems all forms of slavery and
practices similar to slavery such as debt bondage as one of the worst forms of child labour that need
to be eliminated as a matter of urgency.15 Furthermore, ILO Convention No. 138 establishes 14 as
the minimum age for entry into employment for countries with insufficiently developed economies
and educational facilities.16

11

The Afghan labour law was last updated in 2007. There are plans to implement reforms to the labour law in the near
future, but none of the proposed reforms relate to bonded or child labour (based on interview with Ghulam Mustafa
Harooni, Director of Labour Law and Labour Rights, MoLSAMD). However, the MoLSAMD is currently working to establish a
list of hazardous sectors for employment in line with ILO C182. An English translation of the Afghan labour law can be
accessed here: www.ilo.org/dyn/natlex/docs/MONOGRAPH/.../AFG78309.pdf.
12
Refer to articles 13, 31 and 120‐122 of the Afghan Labour Law for the key mentions of children’s work and labour rights.
13
The normal workweek for adults is established at 40 hours per week according to the Afghan Labour Law.
14
ILO Convention No. 105 Abolition of Forced Labour Convention (1957) Article 2.
15
ILO Convention No. 182 Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention (1999) Article 3 (a).
16
ILO Convention No. 138 Minimum Age Convention (1973) Articles 3 and 4.
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1.3 METHODOLOGY
The methodology of this study uses quantitative and qualitative research tools to provide a detailed
study of bonded in labour in brick kilns. Our research methodology takes into account both supply‐
and demand‐side factors that lead to one of the worst forms of child labour in Afghanistan. It also
adopts a balanced approach in looking at adult and child bonded labour, as the two are intertwined.
In the Afghan context, children are rarely sent to the brick kilns alone but are rather informally
bonded along with their households. While still placing an emphasis on issues pertaining to child
welfare, this study examines households in debt bondage, in order to further understanding of one
of the worst forms of child labour.
A research team of one international project director, one international consultant, and two national
consultants collected quantitative and qualitative data with the help of five national interviewers
(two women, three men).
Survey locations: Surkhroad district of Nangarhar province and Deh Sabz district of Kabul Province
were selected as the two locations for the survey for two reasons:
i) Concentration of kilns: both districts have high concentrations of brick kilns
ii) Migratory patterns: significant numbers of brick kiln workers seasonally migrate between these
two districts
The specific kilns were scouted through an initial brick kiln mapping process, which was used to
identify concentrations of brick kilns within each district. The research team visited 48 kiln sites (24
per district) for the household survey.
FIGURE 1.1. TARGET PROVINCES: KABUL & NANGARHAR
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FIGURE 1.2. HOUSEHOLD SURVEY, SURKHROAD DISTRICT, NANGARHAR PROVINCE

FIGURE 1.3. HOUSEHOLDS SURVEY, DEH SABZ DISTRICT, KABUL PROVINCE

1.3.1

MAPPING EXERCISE

The mapping of brick kilns was primarily used as a means of scouting locations for the survey and to
obtain a listing of the brick kilns in each district: numbers, geographic spread, size of kilns, etc. The
employers’ organization of brick kilns in Surkhroad district (Nangarhar province) provided an
efficient way to account for the brick kilns (estimated at 80). Only a rough estimate for Deh Sabz
(800 kilns) was obtained based on interviews with individual employers, given the lack of any union
in that location. However, it also yielded useful quantitative information, notably regarding the
average monthly brick production per kiln, the number of employees per kiln, the break down of
children and adults in each kiln mapped and financial data on income, expenditures and profit
margins.
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1.3.2

QUANTITATIVE METHODOLOGY

The household survey (Annex 7.3) of 190 workers provided the main source of quantitative
information for the survey. A purposive‐then‐random sampling methodology was applied, as the
goal was not to have a nationally representative random sample, but a targeted sample that would
include a quota of child and adult workers in each district. A quota was not established for the
number of male and female respondents, however the team of interviewers was encouraged to
speak with female workers whenever possible. Of the child workers surveyed, 58% boys and 42%
girls were surveyed. Of the adult workers, 98% were men. In contrast with the brick kiln industry of
other countries, brick kilns in Afghanistan are male dominated. Only young girls work alongside their
brothers and fathers in the bring kilns. As soon as they reach puberty they are kept in the home.
Women’s perspectives were also captured in the household portion of the surveys of child workers.
A section of the survey for children was designed to be answered by a non‐working member of the
household (typically the mother). By dividing the survey for children, the research team was able to
compare the answers provided by children and adults in the same household, to gauge their
understanding of the household’s debt, wages, etc. It also reduced the burden on child workers, who
often have trouble focusing and answering questions for extended periods of time due to fatigue,
short‐attention spans and the pressure to get back to work.
TABLE 1.2. DEMOGRAPHIC BREAKDOWN OF HOUSEHOLD SURVEY RESPONDENTS
Adult Worker Survey

Child Worker Survey

The adult surveys (99) were
conducted primarily with men as
very few women work in the kilns.
Men (≥18)
Women (≥18)

For each of the child surveys (91), a woman in the
household (often the mother) was also interviewed for a
half of the survey.
Boys (<18)
Girls (<18)
Women

Surkh Road

47

0

32

15

47

Deh Sabz

49

3

21

23

44

96

3

53

38

91

Subtotals

Total Surveys: 190
Information gathered on 1666 individuals within these 190 households

Two local actor surveys were conducted with 25 brick kiln owners and 28 community members. The
survey of kiln owners focused on gathering quantitative data about the demand‐side of the brick kiln
industry, which was then corroborated with information gathered through focus groups and brick
kiln mapping. School teachers, shura members and elders were surveyed for the local actor survey
of prominent community members. The survey focused on assessing community knowledge and
perception of bonded labour in brick kilns.
1.3.3

QUALITATIVE METHODOLOGY

Nine focus group discussions were conducted with groups of child workers (4), adult workers (3) and
brick kiln owners (2) in the districts of Surkhroad and Deh Sabz. Groups were kept small – not
exceeding 7 individuals per group – in order to create a space in which individuals felt comfortable
speaking openly about the sensitive topics related to bonded and child labour. Focus groups lasted
90 minutes to two hours on average. A case study was conducted to collect additional qualitative
information for the study’s analysis. It consists of interviews with child workers, households, an
employer and a recruiter.17
The research team consulted with stakeholders and relevant actors familiar with the issues of
bonded labour, child labour and brick kilns. These key informant interviews enabled the research
team to build the framework needed for the study and provided valuable insights for the analysis
and final report writing. In addition to collaborating with ILO staff in Kabul and Geneva, members of
17

For a full description of the case study, see Annex 7.1.
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INTRODUCTION
the research team met with government representatives of the Afghan Ministry of Labour, Social
Affairs, Martyrs, and Disabled and the corresponding department in Jalalabad, UN agencies (UNHCR,
UNICEF), the National Union of Afghanistan Employees (NUAE) and academics that are experts in the
field of child and bonded labour.
A desk review of pertinent reports and document was conducted to provide the research team with
background knowledge on bonded labour, notably in brick kilns, and to help focus the research. A
special focus was placed on documents on bonded labour in Afghanistan and South Asia, with a
specific look at the same dynamics in neighbouring Pakistan.
1.3.4

CURRENCY CONVERSION

All financial sums given in the local currency of Afghanis (AFA) are also given with their equivalent
amounts in USD using the conversion rate 1 USD = 47.65 AFA and rounded to the nearest whole
dollar. Amounts that total less than 20 USD are rounded to two decimal points for greater precision.
All figures originally given in Kaldar (Pakistani Rupees) were converted into Afghanis using a
conversion rate of 1 AFA = 1.82 Pra. All conversions were done using the exchange rates of 17
October 2011.
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2 KILNS & EMPLOYERS
Chapter 2 provides an overview of the functioning of brick kilns in Surkhroad and Deh Sabz
and explores how and why they bond labourers. The organisational structure within brick
kilns is characterised by a rigid hierarchy in which the top and the bottom rarely interact; a
greater role is attributed to middle‐men, who play a crucial role in recruitment and retention
of bonded labourers. There is limited economic profit – even for the top of the hierarchy –
placing even more pressure on the wages and well‐being of bonded labourers at the bottom.
For instance, one case study illustrated an average profit margin of 200 USD per month.
Meanwhile, the rising cost of raw materials and the high level of competition which keeps
prices low have led to shrinking margins. Although they benefit from child labour, kiln
owners do not feel complicit in the employment of children, as they feel the responsibility
lies with the parents. A majority of interviewed kiln owners recognized that child labour
negatively impacts child health and interferes with school attendance.
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TABLE 2.1. AT A GLANCE: KEY FINDINGS ON BRICK KILNS
The methodology behind these calculations is explained in the body of the chapter.
NO. OF KILNS

Deh Sabz: 800
Surkhroad estimate: 80

EMPLOYEES PER
KILN

30‐220 employees kiln (10‐30 families living on‐site)
Mainly adult men and children of both genders. Women and adolescent girls rarely
work in Afghan kilns. More than half of employees under 18.

TOTAL EMPLOYEES

Deh Sabz estimate: 63,000
Surkhroad estimate: 8,375

MONTHS OF
OPERATION
BRICK
PRODUCTION

Deh Sabz: 6‐8 months per year (spring‐fall)
Surkhroad: 12‐months of operation feasible; some choose to operate less
400,000‐1,200,000 bricks per month per kiln

CLIENTS

With the exception of small clients, bricks are often resold several times before they
reach their final destination.
Kiln owners sell to: i) individuals with trucks, who resell them to brick sellers in Kabul
or Jalalabad, ii) small Afghan construction companies, and iii) individuals with small
projects.

PROFIT MARGINS

Vary narrow and shrinking due to rising cost of coal.

PAYMENT: BRICK
MAKERS

Payment method: in cash and in‐kind.
Cash payments: determined by piece rate.
Deh Sabz average: 362 AFA (7.60 USD) per 1,000 bricks
Surkhroad average: 251 AFA (5.27 USD)
In‐kind payments: housing, electricity and water.

RECRUITMENT

Primary sources: Nangarhar, Kabul, Pakistan, Balkh, Laghman

RECRUITER
COMMISSION

Deh Sabz: 29 AFA (0.61 USD) per 1,000 bricks
Surkhroad: 21 AFA (0.44 USD) per 1,000 bricks
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Too often reports on child and bonded labour focus only on the families. Focusing on the supply side
of bonded and child labour only tells half of the story. To understand the dynamics of bonded labour
in brick kilns, we must also analyze the demand side of bonded labour. This chapter will provide an
overview of the functioning of brick kilns in Surkhroad and Deh Sabz and explores how and why they
bond labourers. In order to get a full picture of the workings within brick kilns, all worker roles will
be discussed (e.g. kiln operators, transporters), however the focus will remain on those actors that
are most intimately involved in the bonded labour dynamic, namely the kiln owner, the jamadar
(recruiter), and brick maker households.
This chapter contains three sections that focus on the employer perspective of bonded labour:
i) Section 2.1 presents the organisational structure within kilns;
ii) Section 2.2 examines the operations of a brick kiln and how it uses bonded labour; and
iii) Section 2.3 explores how brick kiln owners perceive and justify the use of bonded labour,
both of adults and of children.

2.1 ACTORS: ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE WITHIN KILNS
Regional comparison
The rigid, top‐down hierarchy found within Afghan kilns is strikingly similar to the organisational
structures found in brick kilns throughout South Asia, demonstrating regional consistency amongst
brick kilns.18 Characterised by a lack of upward mobility, little skills development and
intergenerational transference of debt, the industry perpetuates a cycle of dependency and
indebtedness. Despite the inherent exploitation of the industry, there is limited economic profit –
even for the top of the hierarchy – placing even more pressure on the wages and well‐being of
bonded labourers at the bottom.
There is considerable detachment between the top and bottom of the pyramid ‐ employers and
workers seldom interact directly ‐ with a greater role attributed to middle‐men (recruiters) designed
to keep wages low. “Labourers cannot bargain for higher wages with the brokers who give them
advances without interest – this in itself constitutes a great benefit and a service rendered to them.
The broker thus exerts a moral pressure to prevent them from claiming an increase in wage”.19
There is little to no movement within the hierarchy of a brick kiln, even between low ranking
positions (i.e. from brick maker to transporter). The one exception is for recruiters (jamadars). Some
recruiters worked in kilns as children and then, in exceptional circumstances, were able to use their
networks of brick makers to become jamadars.
The gender composition of bonded labourers is a major distinction between the organisational
structures of Afghan kilns and those in other South Asian countries. Brick makers in countries such as
Nepal and India are comprised largely of women and children.20 Although households in Afghan kilns
are suffering from extreme poverty, women and adolescent girls only work outside the home in the
direst of circumstances. Even in neighbouring Pakistan, women can be found working in kilns, except
amongst the households of Afghan refugees or migrants.21
Brick kiln hierarchy
There are 6 key roles that are essential to brick making: i) kiln owner, ii) recruiter (jamadar), iii)
assistant/accountant, iv) kiln operator, v) transporters, and vi) brick makers. The most important of
these actors, in determining the outcome for the workers, is the middle‐man – the recruiter. This
18

Gupta, J. (2003) “Informal Labour in Brick Kilns: Need for Regulation,” Economic and Political Weekly, 2 August: 3282–92.
Bhukuth, Augendra (2005), “Child Labour and Debt Bondage: A Case Study of Brick Kin Workers in Southeast India,”
Journal of Asian and African Studies, Vol. 40, p. 287‐302.
20
Based on interview with Eric Edmonds, Associate Professor at Dartmouth College, 21 October 2011.
21
ILO (2004), “Unfree labour in Pakistan: Work, debt and bondage in brick kilns,” Working paper no. 24, prepared by the
Pakistan Institute of Labour Education and Research for the ILO.
19
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members will go to work as well as the working hours of each family member, based on the needs of
the family. Brick makers are generally adult males, adolescent males, and children of both genders.
More than half of the brick makers in Surkhroad and Deh Sabz are under the age of 18.22 Very few
women and adolescent girls work in the kilns.
BOX 2.1. BRICK MAKING 101: BRICK MAKING PROCESS IN AFGHAN KILNS23
Step one: Prep the clay
Brick makers head to the brick field adjacent to their homes as early as 4 or 5 am in the morning.
There, adult and child workers perform one of the hardest tasks in brick making ‐ turning and mixing
the clay that was prepared the night before with shovels. They do this to make clay smooth and
pliable enough to be moulded into bricks.
Step two: Mould the clay into balls
Squatting on the ground near a pile of prepared clay, young children often perform this task of
moulding the clay into oblong balls, which they then roll along the ground to their elder household
members.
Step three: Press the ball of clay into the brick mould
Children and adults alike press the balls of clay into one of two brick moulds: a 1‐brick Sancha mould
or a 4‐brick Ghalebi mould. The 4‐brick mould is harder to lift. It also creates a slightly inferior brick,
which fetches a lower price. Those who use the mould feel they can compensate for the lower wage
with a higher quantity of bricks. Workers pat an extra dusting of dirt/sand on the exposed side of the
brick, as a baker flours a loaf, to prevent the brick from sticking to the ground. Workers perform this
repetitive task while crouched on the ground for many hours at a time.
Step four: Remove the brick from the mould
Workers flip the mould over onto the packed dirt ground. Sliding off the mould, they leave behind
one or four mud bricks stamped with the kiln’s logo.
Step five: Dry the bricks in the sun and stack
The bricks must dry for at least two days, depending on the heat (bricks dry faster in hot weather).
The bricks must be flipped, in order to dry evenly. The bricks are then stacked where they continue
drying until the transporters come to collect the bricks. At this point, the brick makers’ tasks are
complete, and the cycle begins again with the preparation of clay for the following day, digging clay
and mixing it with water. All tasks are done in the open with no shade or shelter from elements.
Step six: Transport bricks to kiln
Transporters with carts drawn by donkeys or horses deliver the unbaked bricks to the kiln, where
they are stacked and coated with a mixture of clay and the dust of baked bricks.
Step seven: Fire the bricks
The bricks are fired in the kiln for a period of one month. Performing one of the most dangerous
tasks in brick kilns, the kiln operators keep the kiln fires operating day and night. The firing process is
shifted down the rows of bricks so that the firing process never stops; the bricks are added to one
end and removed from the other. Once baked, the bricks are transported to a nearby place where
they will be stored until they are sold (usually outdoor storage).

22

Estimate based on 190 household surveys in brick kilns compiling data on 1666 individuals, 731 of whom work in kilns.
The process is very similar to that found in Pakistan. For a detailed description of the brick making process in Pakistan,
see: ILO, 2004.

23
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Bhukuth
h, 2005. Also co
onfirmed by intterview with Eriic Edmonds, Asssociate Professsor at Dartmoutth College, 201
11.
Ibid.
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sell to individuals with trucks, who resell them to brick sellers in Kabul or Jalalabad, Afghan
construction companies, and individuals with small projects (e.g. private homes).
Because of such low margins, many kiln owners cannot maximise their profits by waiting for peak
seasons to make sales or by selling to bigger clients. Most kiln owners cannot afford to store bricks
until brick prices go up in the off‐season, but must sell what they can on a month basis to try to meet
costs. Neither can kiln owners wait several months to be paid, as they would need to do with large
construction companies. Instead, they have to conduct transactions with smaller clients that pay
upon delivery.
If we had sufficient savings from previous months, then we would not have to sell at such low prices. I
would prefer to keep our bricks to sell in the ‘off‐season’ period, during the last months of the year
(Afghan year) when we can sell our bricks at a higher rate. But we can’t afford to, so we have to sell
them cheaper. ‐ Kiln owner, Deh Sabz
People from Kunar, Laghman, Nangarhar come to purchase bricks from us for their private
construction projects. We do not really like working with the big companies, as we do not have
enough money to wait to be paid later. We need to be paid on time and upon delivery, so we prefer to
sell to individuals rather than companies. – Kiln owner, Surkhroad
The result of easy market entry, high dependency on raw materials, and the inability to increase prices
due to the high level of competition, has direct negative consequences on the wages and work conditions
of those at the very bottom of the industry – namely, the adult and children working in bonded labour
situations as brick makers. The vulnerability of the market to increases in supply, prices of raw materials
and decreasing demand will directly affect the vulnerability of bonded labourers.

BOX 2.2. BRICK MARKETS: PURE AND PERFECT COMPETITIVE MARKETS (PPC)
According to Bhukuth (2005), brick markets closely resemble pure and perfect competitive markets
(PPC). Such intense competition keeps brick prices low. Brick kilns compete by trying to sell the most
bricks, lowering prices as much as possible. “According to producers, it is due to this competition
that some of them incur losses and for others there is no profit.”
Characteristics of a PPC

Corresponding characteristics of brick markets

Many enterprises of the
same size

80 kilns in Surkhroad district and 800 in Deh Sabz – a majority of
which produce between 600,000‐800,000 bricks/month

Intense competition
prevents collusion on prices
or wages, even where
associations exist

Prices and wages are fairly consistent within each district, but not
due to price fixing or collusion, but rather because they have been
pushed down to their lowest by competition. Kiln owners still use
minor differences in wages and quality of in‐kind payment to lure
workers away from other kilns.

Easy market entry and exit Limited capital is required to start a brick kiln, and leaving the
by brick kiln producers
market incurs no direct costs.
Perfect information

From brick makers to jamadars to kiln owners, most actors
understand the terms and conditions of their activities, with the
one exception of children, who are not always fully aware of the
terms or reasons for their work.

Homogeneous product

Other than the imprinted logo, there is little that differentiates the
bricks of one kiln from those of another.

Source: Bhukuth, 2005.
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BOX 2.3. CASE STUDY: PROFIT MARGINS OF A BRICK KILN
26

Haji Aziz runs a brick kiln in Deh Sabz district. His kiln produces 600,000 bricks per month, which he
sells for 2,200 AFA (46 USD) per batch of 1,000 bricks, totaling 1,320,000 AFA (27,702 USD) in
monthly income.
His biggest expenditure is coal, which he purchases for 5,500 AFA/ton (115 USD). He requires 111
tons to fire his monthly batch of bricks. Therefore, he spends 610,500 AFA (12,812 USD) per month
on coal. The price of coal varies based on its quality, ranging from 5,300 to 6,600 AFA (111‐139 USD)
per ton. A higher quality coal is more efficient in firing the bricks, therefore, less is needed to fire the
same number of bricks. Kiln owners need between 110‐160 tons of coal to fire a batch of 600,000‐
800,000 bricks.
The second largest expenditure is the rent of the land. Haji Aziz rents 20 jeribs (4 hectares) of land
for his kiln at 14,000 AFA (294 USD) per jerib, totalling 280,000 AFA (5,876 USD) in rent per month.
Haji Aziz pays his brick makers 380 AFA (7.97 USD) per batch of 1,000 bricks. Although he receives
payments from workers paying back their advances, he charges no interest or fees, as it would be
considered un‐Islamic. Therefore, he makes no money off of the advance. It is simply used as a tool
to guarantee regular labour. The brick kiln operator and his team of 4 men are paid a monthly salary
60,000 AFA (1,259 USD).27 A head transporter is paid 120 AFA (2.52 USD) per 1,000 brick to transport
bricks to the kiln from the moulding sites. He divides his wages with a team of 4 day labourers.
In order to provide water for the brick making process, Haji Aziz must run the generator to operate
the water pumps. He has also wired the workers’ housing with electricity, for which he runs the
generator until 10 pm at night. At 2,000 AFA (42 USD) per day, he spends a total of 60,000 AFA
(1,259 USD) per month for electricity.
Our calculations estimate that Haji Aziz makes a profit of only 199 USD per month, not accounting
for sunk costs, such as equipment, construction of worker housing and the kilns, etc.
HAJI AZIZ’S BRICK KILN – MONTHLY INCOME AND EXPENDITURES
Item

Income

Expenditures

Balance
(AFA)

600,000 bricks
(2200 AFA/1,000 bricks)
Brick maker wages
(380 AFA/1,000 bricks)
Kiln operator salaries
(Kiln operator + team)
Transporters
(120 AFA/1,000 bricks)
Coal
(5500 AFA/ton, 111 tons)
Rent of land
(14,000 AFA/jerib, 20 jeribs)
Generator costs
(2,000 AFA/day)

1,320,000 AFA
27,702 USD
(228,000 AFA)
(4,785 USD)
(60,000 AFA)
(1,259 USD)
(72,000 AFA)
(1,511 USD)
(610,500 AFA)
(12,812 USD)
(280,000 AFA)
(5,876 USD)
(60,000 AFA)
(1,259 USD)

(USD)

1,320,000

27,702

1,092,000

22,917

1,032,000

21,658

960,000

20,147

349,500

7,335

69,500

1,459

9,500

199

TOTAL MONTHLY PROFITS: 9,500 AFA/ 199 USD

26

Name has been changed.
Kiln operator teams can make between 15,000‐90,000 AFA (315‐1,889 USD) per month, depending on their ability and
the size of their team. The jamadar always pays the kiln operator in a lump sum, and it is up to him to distribute the wages
amongst his team as he sees fit.

27
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2.2.2

TERMS OF THE BONDED LABOUR RELATIONSHIP

Contracts
Jamadars coordinate the contracts, which are almost always verbal. The contract is technically
between the head of household and kiln owner; kiln owners emphasized this point in several
interviews to avoid responsibility for employing children. However, there is a tacit agreement that
members of the household will also be helping in the production of unbaked bricks – unless there
are no other household members fit to work in the kiln. Interviewed kiln owners admitted that
jamadars evaluated the “productivity” of households (i.e. the number, age and ability of household
members planning to work in the kiln) in order to determine the size of advances they would be
capable of repaying.
We do not have direct agreements with the families. We only enter into agreements with the heads of
households. But it is true that the heads of households, because they want to make more money, and
because we offer shelter, water and electricity, prefer to bring their families with them and have them
work with them. It is only profitable to them; it has nothing to do with us. – Kiln owner, Deh Sabz

The terms of the contract include a minimum number of months the household must exclusively
work for the kiln. The minimum is set to recuperate costs spent on transportation to the site (from
another province or from Pakistan), which the kiln owner pays for. If households want to leave
before their minimum stay has been completed, they must repay the transportation costs.
Contracts in Deh Sabz run for 6‐8 months. Advances that are not paid off during the brick making
season are carried over to the following year. The minimum number of months for kilns in Surkhroad
varies, but the longest minimum is one year, which is used for new recruits from Pakistan.
We took a 60,000 kaldar loan (33,333 AFA, 700 USD) from the recruiter when he brought us here
from Pakistan. We had been working in a brick kiln in Pakistan, where we owned money to our
employer. So this new loan that I took served to pay off the previous loan. My debts in Pakistan are
now cleared. This new employer paid for our transportation from Pakistan to Jalalabad. Because of
this, we have to work here for at least one year. If we work for one year, he does not take back the
transportation cost; if we leave sooner, we will have to pay the fee. – Brick maker, 35, Surkhroad

Contracts are rarely bought and sold amongst kiln owners. Families that leave mid‐contract are
poached from another kiln that offers them better terms. The new kiln provides the household with
an advance to pay off their current loan. Thus, their debt is essentially transferred between kilns.
Advances
Throughout the global brick industry, advances are commonly used to tie workers and their families
to a kiln and keep wages low. “The spill‐over of advances from one season to the next keeps the
workers in place.”28 In other countries, deceptive practices such as fraudulent bookkeeping are
common in situations of debt bondage, particularly when workers are illiterate. However, this study
did not detect any examples of such practices in Deh Sabz and Surkhroad, and a majority of workers,
while illiterate, seemed to have a clear understanding of piece rates, the breakdown of their loans
(initial loan, repaid amount, remaining debt), and recruiter commissions.29
Jamadars use advances as enticement when recruiting households. All brick makers in Deh Sabz and
Surkhroad are indebted to their employer. However, the advances and repayment are always
handled by the jamadar, who receives a lump sum for all of the kiln’s advances from the kiln owner.
He is in charge of distributing the advances and ensuring repayment. If the families do not pay back
the advances, the jamadar is held responsible.

28

ILO, 2005.
Deceptive practices may still exist within Afghan brick kilns; however, worker knowledge of financial aspects of their
debt bondage bodes well for the capacity of workers to detect potential fraud. While escaping debt bondage and the brick
sector is extremely difficult, households are easily able to move between kilns if they suspect fraud.
29
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All of the responsibility of the loan is with the recruiter. If any of the employees leaves without paying,
it becomes his responsibility to pay back the employer. – Kiln owner, Deh Sabz

As kilns in Deh Sabz must attract workers to travel further distances, advances are often given at the
end of a season, so that families are obligated to return the following spring. The jamadar keeps
track of the families over the winter months.
Most of our workers ask for advances – and do not work without an advance loan. – Kiln Owner,
Surkhroad

Workers can decide how quickly to pay back advances, as it is to the employer’s advantage if they
stay bonded for a longer period of time. As we will see in the next chapter, the cycle of debt is a
common pattern among bonded labourers and their households, with debts dragging on over time,
or new debts being taken out to repay old debts.
Wages and commissions
Wages and recruiter commissions are not negotiated for a given contract, as they are standardized
within each kiln. Both wages and commissions are based on a piece rate, a set rate paid per unit
produced, which is determined per batch of 1,000 bricks. Within each district, the piece rate is fairly
consistent between kilns; however, there are differences between the rates of Deh Sabz and
Surkhroad.
Kilns in Deh Sabz offer significantly higher rates to brick makers; they pay 370 AFA (7.76 USD) per
1,000 bricks, on average, compared with 270 AFA (5.67 USD) in Surkhroad. Commissions for
recruiters are also higher: 29 AFA (0.61 USD) per 1,000 bricks in Deh Sabz vs. 21 AFA (0.44 USD) in
Surkhroad.30
I fix the price according to last year’s price. If the demand is high, then I increase the price; if
prospective sales are not high, then we use the same price as the previous year. The income does not
vary with gender or age – it is one price for all. Since I have worked here, I have seen the price go up
from 100 to 400 AFA – prices go up with time; but they do not go down. – Kiln Owner, Deh Sabz

Rates in Deh Sabz are higher for several reasons. First, they must convince households to uproot
their families and travel greater distances.31 The kilns in Deh Sabz are also located farther from
commercial areas, making it difficult to access markets for buying food and basic goods and even
more burdensome to access public services (e.g. clinics, schools). Finally, the cost of living in Kabul
province is higher than in Nangarhar province; thus, workers must be paid more to make it worth
their while to make the trip for the summer season.
The proximity of Surkhroad to both the central provincial market of Jalalabad (30 min) and the
regional market of Pakistan (1 hr from the Torkham border crossing, and 2 hrs from Peshawar),
negatively impacts brick workers’ wages. In Surkhroad, the kilns are located near the city of
Jalalabad, where markets and public services are easier to access. Basic necessities are also more
affordable, due to the influx of cheap goods from neighbouring Pakistan. Piece rates for brick makers
tend to increase in correlation with the distance from the city and its conveniences. Those kilns
located far from the city pay higher wages to compensate for the inconvenience for workers.
Piece rates also vary according to the quality of bricks. A one‐brick mould (Sancha) produces a higher
quality of brick than the four‐brick mould (Ghalebi). Kilns pay brick makers approximately 50 AFA
(1.05 USD) more per batch of Sancha brick. Although it pays more, some households prefer to use
the four‐brick mould, hoping to earn more with quantity rather than quality.
Besides recruiter commissions, the only other deduction from worker wages are payments against
debt.

30
31

See Section 3.3 for more information on household wages and daily production of bricks per household.
Travel expenses are usually covered by the kiln owner for the arrival but not the return trip.
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In‐kind p
payments
Employeers around the world provide
p
in‐kiind benefitss,
which h
have the po
otential to create deppendence. In
n
Afghan brick kilns, employers provide, shhelter, water
and elecctricity to bo
onded labou
urers.32 Althoough it holdss
the poteential to be used as a co
oercive tool, dependence
e
should n
not be confu
used with co
oercion. Wo rkers can be
e
dependeent, for exaample, in th
he United SStates when
n
employeers provide health insurrance, particcularly if the
e
worker in question
n has a pre
e‐existing coondition that
would m
make it difficcult to secure or afford iinsurance on
n
his or heer own.33
The dep
pendence crreated throu
ugh in‐kind payments iss
SHELTER PROV
VIDED AT A KIILN IN SURKHROAD
intensified in situations of extreme povertyy (e.g. Afghan
brick kilns). When employers
e
prrovide shelteer to familiess that would
d have troubble fulfilling this
t basic
ndence it creeates becomes a potential tool of coeercion. It does not in
need elssewhere, theen the depen
and of ittself constitu
ute an eleme
ent of bondaage, but it do
oes exacerbate the depenndency, vuln
nerability
and bon
nded nature of
o brick workkers’ situatioon in brick kilns in Afghan
nistan.
Kiln own
ners and bricck makers bo
oth recognisse that these
e in‐kind payments servee as a perk but
b also a
constraint for families working in brick kilnns. Coming from
f
precarious, uncert ain situation
ns, many
families are grateful to have shelter, electriicity and waater that the
ey can countt on for an extended
e
period o
of time, even
n if it is low quality.
We do not have an incentive to leave beccause we do not
n have a home elsewheere. At least here
h
they
give us shelter. – Brick maker,, 36, Surkhroaad
Our main problem
m is that we do not have a house and
d cannot leave our childrenn on their ow
wn, so we
had to bring them
m here and ha
ave them woork under our supervision. – Brick makeer, 35, Surkhroad

Howeveer, by depen
nding on the
e kiln ownerr for such esssential goods, it makess it much ha
arder for
families to leave thee kilns, as th
hey depend on the kiln owners
o
not only for the ir livelihoods but for
basic go
oods (i.e. shelter and water). The ccyclical patte
ern of emplo
oyment in bbrick kilns, from one
season tto another, year
y
after ye
ear, and from
m generation to generattion, can be linked to the overall
poverty and lack of access to la
and and houusing which leads
l
familie
es to rely onn their emplo
oyers for
L
of land and
a shelter i s a problem for all vulne
erable populaations in Afgghanistan
these baasic needs. Lack
– howevver, the coping mechanissm of seekingg employme
ent and shelter in brick kiilns creates an
a added
layer of vulnerabilitty as it leadss to a cycle of depende
ence that is hard to breeak, given th
he added
interestss of employeers to nurture this relatioonship.
We p
prefer for theem to live on site, otherwiise it is less reeliable for us: they might nnot come back. When
theyy come with their
t
families, when we knnow that theyy do not have any other shhelter or houssing, then
we kknow they wiill stay here and work. – Kiiln owner, Surkhroad
We give them sh
helter, water, electricity beecause if we don’t, then they
t
will not work for us. Shelter is
the b
best way to keep
k
them ha
appy – along w
with water an
nd electricity. – Kiln owneer, Surkhroad
d
Therre are hundreeds of brick kiilns around hhere – they ca
an go work wherever
w
theyy want. We ne
eed them
to sttay. So we ma
ake sure to trreat them weell and keep them
t
satisfied
d. We providee them with shelter
s
(1
or 2 rooms), wateer, electricity,
y, and one‐waay transporta
ation. – Kiln owner, Deh Saabz

32
33

For detaails about the in
n‐kind payments provided to hhouseholds, see Section 3.3.
Based o
on interview witth Eric Edmond
ds, Associate Pr ofessor at Darttmouth College, 2011.
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2.3 P
PERCEPT
TIONS: EM
MPLOYER
R PERCEPTIONS OF
O BOND
DED LABO
OUR
A key ch
hallenge for brick kiln owners is rettaining labou
urers. Debt bondage
b
(inccluding its syystem of
advancee loans and in‐kind paym
ments) is useed as a meaans of ensuring a regulaar workforce over an
extendeed period orr from one season to t he next. Altthough theyy benefit froom child lab
bour, kiln
owners do not feel complicit in the employm
ment of children, as they feel the reesponsibility lies with
the pareents.
2.3.1

PERCEPTIION OF BO
ONDED
LABOUR

ners do not profit directly from the loans
Kiln own
they offeer, as they do
d not charge
e fees or inteerest.
Howeveer, they benefit in other ways from
m the
provision of loans and the usse of houseehold
memberrs as collaterals. Intervie
ewed kiln ow
wners
were vvery forthco
oming abou
ut the bussiness
advantages of bondeed labour practices.
The bigggest advantaage of offerring advancees34 is
that it ensures reggular labour.. Brick makiing is
n owners
arduouss; attracting and retaining workers iss difficult. Byy loaning money to brick makers, kiln
ensure tthat the workers will not spontaneouusly leave.
They alsso use the advance as a planning m echanism, notably
n
in De
eh Sabz, wheere the brickk making
season lasts for on
nly 6‐8 mon
nths. Offerinng advancess before the winter seeasons ensu
ures that
labourerrs will come back in sprin
ng for the folllowing season.
We g
give them mo
oney in the winter
w
to be ssure that theyy will still wo
ork with us inn the summerr. But any
chan
nce they get to
t go to Deh Sabz in the suummer, theyy go there. Some of them ggive an excusse such as
a weedding or fam
mily visit to Ka
abul to leave for good. – Kiln
K owner, Su
urkhroad
The highest amo
ount of loan we gave waas 200,000 ka
aldar (111,11
11 AFA, 2,3322 USD). For the most
t, they cannot pay us backk. We also neeed more visiibility (for lon
ng‐term plannning) because
e we rent
part,
the land for 10 years
y
from th
he landowneer. If a familyy works for th
he entire 10‐‐year period, then the
ployer forgivees the loan att the end of tthe 10 years; whatever re
emains to be paid is dismiissed. But
emp
thesse are rare cases – most families do not stay on for that long in the sam
me kiln. – Killn owner,
Surkkhroad

Advancees are also essential for recruitment
r
and increasiing productivvity. Kiln ow ners said the
ey would
be unab
ble to recru
uit without the
t use of advances (SSection 2.2).. A tertiary advantage cited by
interview
wed kiln ow
wners was an
n increase inn productivitty that they attribute too the bonde
ed labour
relationsship. Surprissingly, only one
o kiln ownner out of 25
5 thought tha
at by bondinng labour, kilns could
ensure inexpensive labour.
l
In ge
eneral, kiln ow
wners did no
ot consider the kiln workkers to be un
nderpaid.
Theyy earn a living
g better in th
he brick kilns than on any other daily or
o low‐skilledd job. At leastt this way
theyy have a perm
manent job for
f 7 monthss – and all of
o their famiily members can work. In
nstead of
haviing one perso
on work for one
o day for 3 00 AFA (6.35
5 USD), in thiss sector, theyy can make 800‐1,200
8
AFA (16.79‐25.18
8 USD) per da
ay, if they maake 3000 briccks in one da
ay.35 It is clearrly a better option
o
for
m. – Kiln owner, Deh Sabz
them

34

According to 23 out off 25 kiln ownerss interviewed.
The aveerage daily wagge per household is actually 8554 AFA/ 18.01 USD
U in Deh Sab
bz and 605 AFA/
A/ 12.69 USD in Surkhroad
(Table 3.5
5).
35
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2.3.2

PERCEPTIION OF CH
HILD BOND
DED LABOU
UR

Contraryy to what on
ne might assume, child laabourers are
e not used in
n kilns becauuse they are cheaper
or perceeived to be better suited
d for the woork. In fact, kiln owners recognise t hat children are less
productive than adu
ults at making bricks, a nd children are paid the same piecce rate per batch of
bricks ass adults. How
wever, there are still bennefits to kiln owners:
o
• Maximisation off in‐kind payyments: In‐kkind paymen
nts of shelte
er, water annd electricityy are the
samee whether tw
wo or ten me
embers of a hhousehold are working. If multiple m
members of the
t same
family work, the wages
w
paid by
b piece ratee will go up, but
b the in‐kind payment stays the same.
• Increeased producctivity of ho
ouseholds: M
Much of the work childre
en do, especcially young children
and aadolescent girls,
g
is not re
eadily evidennt, but theirr work helps increase thee productivity of the
adultts they assistt. In the kilns, children hhelp carry waater, sweep the workspaace and roll the mud
into balls for old
der relativess to mould. At home, they help with
w
domesttic activities such as
ning, cookingg, looking affter youngerr siblings, an
nd fetching water
w
to freee up time for
f other
clean
houseehold memb
bers to devotte their timee to making bricks.
b
Although the kiln owners benefit from thee use of child bonded la
abour, muchh of the presssure for
n to work co
omes from the
t family, nnot the kiln owner. It is no wondeer then that the kiln
children
owners, generally sp
peaking, do not feel com
mplicit in the
e employment of childreen, and spokke rather
openly w
with intervieewers about its causes aand consequences. They feel that it is up to parents and
the goveernment to improve the situations off children.
The government or some oth
her organisattion should prrovide a scho
ool closer to the kilns for the child
c
for all o ur workers. Iff they have access
a
to eduucation, I am sure that
workkers, as well as a better clinic
theyy will be ha
appier to wo
ork. Just as I provide th
hem with sh
helter, waterr and electricity, the
goveernment shou
uld give them
m education. Then they would
w
be happ
py and have no reason to
o leave. –
Kiln owner, Surkh
hroad

Harmfull effects of child labour
The kiln
n owners were
w
purpossely posed a slightly
ambiguo
ous questio
ons about the
t
advantaages and
disadvan
ntages of using child labour, with noo mention
of whetther the advvantages and
d disadvantaages were
ner, the fa
amily or thhe child.
for thee kiln own
Interestingly, kiln owners mo
ost often ccited the
advantage to families – the in
ncrease in hhousehold
income – that resu
ults from fa
amilies bringging their
children
n with them into th
he brick kiilns. This
recognittion reflects a hard realitty this studyy found to
be true in the kilns: that the pre
essure to putt children
to workk comes mo
ore often fro
om the fam ilies than
from thee kiln ownerss.
Kiln own
ners identifieed interferen
nce with sch ooling, harm
m to health and developm
ment, and to
o a lesser
of children as key disadvantages of
extent, the lower productivity
p
o children w
working in the
t kilns.
Whereas 14 out of 15
1 surveyed kiln owners in Deh Sabzz believed working in thee kiln interfe
ered with
schoolin
ng, only half of the kiln owners in Surrkhroad felt the same. UNICEF
U
has bbeen activelyy working
in Surkhroad to redu
uce the workking hours off children and provide co
ommunity baased schools (CBS) on
kiln sites, which exp
plains why kiln
k owners in Surkhroad
d are less likkely to see tthe brick kilns as an
impedim
ment to schooling.
Although kiln ownerrs were initia
ally suspiciouus of UNICEFF’s intentionss when it beggan a pilot project
p
in
the Surkkhroad kilns in 2010, man
ny have sincce become willing
w
partne
ers.36 It has b een the families that
36

For morre on UNICEF’s work in Surkhrroad’s brick kilnns, see Box 4.1.
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are reticcent to send their childre
en to the UN
NICEF schoolls, fearing it will only proolong the repayment
of their debt and doubting the lo
ong‐term be nefits (particcularly for girls).
Perceiveed causes off child labourr amongst kiiln owners
Kiln owners almostt unanimoussly blamed lack of emp
ployment op
pportunities as the main cause
behind cchildren working in the kilns. Adult unemploym
ment was the
e most citedd answer, altthough a
few kiln owners also
o selected un
nderemploy ment of adu
ults. One kiln
n owner idenntified lack of
o shelter
as a reasson for famillies bringing their childreen to work in
n the kilns.
FIGURE 2.2. KILN OWN
NER PERCEPTTIONS OF DIISADVANTAG
GES OF CHILLD LABOUR
Un
nprompted question
q
for kkiln owners, multiple ansswers possiblle37
Surrkhroad kiln oowners

Deh
D Sabz kiln owners
o

16

No. of responses

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
Less productive

Preveents school
atteendance

Harms child
d
developmen
nt

Damagees child
heaalth

37

Questio
on 36 of local acctor survey for kiln owners: Doo you think the
ere are any disa
advantages of hhaving children working in
the brick kkilns? Responsees gathered from 25 kiln owneers (Annex 7.5)
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3 HOUSEHOLDS
Chapter 3 examines bonded labour from a household perspective, focusing on the labour
terms and conditions for average workers. Our data shows that households in debt bondage
in brick kilns are generally illiterate (83% of heads of households interviewed are illiterate),
low‐skilled labourers who depend on child labour and advances from employers to meet
basic needs. Ninety‐eight percent of households were formerly in exile in Pakistan; their
experience working in brick kilns in Pakistan has shaped their livelihood strategy on both
sides of the border. They are trapped in a debt cycle that leads them to use child labour as a
substitute for adult work. This labour pattern contains elements of coercion as none of the
households can live or seek employment outside of the kilns; it is expected of them to put
their children to work. With members working 70‐80 hours per week, households produce
roughly 13,800 bricks. While most households recognise the benefits of their situation
(housing, electricity, water), interviewed households also recognized the sacrifices to their
children’s lives (health and education).
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TABLE 3.1. AT A GLANCE: KEY FINDINGS ON HOUSEHOLDS
The methodology behind these calculations is explained in the body of the chapter.
FAMILY SIZE

8.8 people per household (avg.)
3.8 members/family work in kiln, a majority of whom are children

ETHNICITY

Pashtun: 80%, Tajik: 12%, Pashahee: 6%, Arab: 2%

MIGRATORY
STATUS

98% formerly in exile in Pakistan (legal & illegal)
2% internally displaced persons (IDPs)

HEADS OF
HOUSEHOLD

98% male, average age 41
Education: 83% completely uneducated; only 2% graduated high school

BRICKS PER
DAY

Adults: 1,100 bricks per day
Children: Deh Sabz, 750 bricks; Surkhroad, 630 bricks
Family totals: Deh Sabz, 2,320, Surkhroad, 2,240

HOURS

Children & adults: 10‐15 hours/day, 6 days/week

WAGES

Household wages per day (with 3.8 members working):
Deh Sabz: 854 AFA/18.01 USD
Surkhroad: 605 AFA/12.69 USD

IN‐KIND
PAYMENTS

Shelter, electricity, water

ADVANCES
OVER PAST 5
YEARS

No. of advances: 3.6 per household
Total amount of loans:
• Deh Sabz:133,900 AFA (2810 USD)
• Surkhroad: 115,600 AFA (2,426 USD)

CURRENT
DEBT

Deh Sabz: 33,600 AFA, (1,053 USD)
Surkhroad: 47,300 AFA (1,266 USD)

REASONS FOR
DEBT

Most advances are taken to pay for basic necessities, illness/medical expense, and
to a lesser extent, weddings.
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We havee seen in Chaapter 2 why bonded laboour is advanttageous to employers. Thhe arduous nature
n
of
the work makes worker retentio
on difficult, eeven in a maarket with high unemplooyment and a surplus
of low‐sskilled labour. Debt bondage enablees employerss to tie workers to theirr kilns, guaranteeing
low‐wagge labour oveer an extend
ded period.
But if th
he work is indeed so harrd, why do inndividuals aggree to subm
mit themselvves and theirr families
to such hardship? Genicot
G
(2002) explains tthat, “While seemingly exploitative,
e
both bonde
ed labour
osed on the labourers but voluntarily chosen. It is generallyy the lack
and serffdom are oftten not impo
of suitab
ble alternativves, which makes
m
workerrs opt for a life in servitude.”38
This chaapter will exaamine bonde
ed labour froom a household perspecctive, focusinng on the te
erms and
conditio
ons of bondeed labour forr average woorkers. It will draw comp
parisons betw
ween the districts of
Surkhroaad and Deh
h Sabz as well
w as betw een child and adult wo
orkers. It shhould be no
oted that
although
h distinctions are made between
b
houuseholds wo
orking in Deh Sabz and Suurkhroad, all of these
workerss spend theirr winters in Surkhroad aand have ne
early identica
al backgrounnds. The distinctions
are draw
wn not to demonstrate
d
differencess in these groups of people, but raather as a means
m
of
examining the work conditions, wages, burdden of debt etc.
e that varyy between thhe brick kilns of these
two disttricts.
This chapter is split into
i
four secctions that foocus on bond
ded labour frrom a househhold perspecctive:
Section 3.1 presentss the profile oof bonded laabourers and
d their debt;
i)
Section 3.2 takes a lo
ook at the teerms and con
nditions of bonded labouur in kilns;
ii)
Section 3.3 examine
iii)
es the househhold econom
mics of bonde
ed labour (e..g. wages, de
ebt); and
Section 3.4 investiga
iv)
ates the percceptions of bonded
b
labou
urers and thee communityy.

3.1 A
ACTORS: PROFILE
E OF BON
NDED LAB
BOURERS
S
Househo
olds in debt bondage in brick kilns aare generallyy uneducate
ed, low‐skilleed Pashtun la
abourers
with largge families and
a experien
nce in Pakistaani brick kiln
ns. As we will see througghout the re
est of the
report, tthe cultural,, educationa
al, migratoryy and socio‐e
economic ba
ackgrounds oof these households
are key to understaanding the vulnerability
v
of these fam
milies to bonded labourr and their choice
c
of
who in tthe family wiill work in the brick kilns..
This secttion illustrattes the fact that entire hoouseholds arre involved in the busineess of brick making
m
in
Afghanisstan – with the
t head of household taaking his chiildren, both boys and girrls, to join hiim in the
various tasks of thee brick makin
ng chain. As in other sittuations of bonded
b
laboour in the So
outh Asia
region, poor familiees supply child labour too increase
their earnings, maximising their present in come and
either unaware, unaable or unwiilling to inveest in their
children
n’s education
n. Although they sacriffice future
income by forgoingg the educattion of theirr children,
many po
oor househo
olds choose to maximisse present
rather tthan future income, “w
which involvves higher
opportu
unity cost of schooling an
nd investmeent of time
and inco
ome going in
i for the fu
uture incom
me.”39 As a
result, the intergeneerational pattterns of illiteeracy, and
debt bon
ndage, are in
nherently pre
esent.

LU
UNCH BREAK IN A KILN

38

Genicott, 2002.
Hai, Akkhtar Abdul et al (2010), “So
ocio‐economic conditions of child labour: A case study ffor the fishing sector on
Balochistaan coast,” Intern
national Journa
al of Social Econnomics, Vol. 37, No. 4, p 316‐3
338.
39
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Househo
old composittion and num
mber of worrking membe
ers
Househo
olds in the kilns
k
are largge, averagingg 8.8 people
e per family (Figure 3.1),, which is ab
bove the
average size of poo
or household
ds in Afghannistan at 8.0.40 Adult and adolesceent males ass well as
children
n of both gen
nders work in
n the kilns. TThe average number
n
of adult workerss per family is 1.7. As
women are largely confined to the home ddue to strictt observance
e of gender segregation
n in brick
kilns, thee additional adult labourr is usually suupplied by grrown‐up chilldren that arre bonded along with
their fam
milies. The average
a
num
mber of childd workers un
nder 18 years of age peer family is 2.2.
2 Boys
outnumber girls in the kiln, and the proportiion of girls working
w
as brrick makers ddrops sharplyy as they
reach puberty. At this
t
stage, girls
g
are conffined to the
e home, like
e their mothhers. They help
h
with
41
househo
old chores an
nd are soon married off tto an adolescent boy or man
m from thhe kiln.
FIGURE 3..1. AVERAGE
E HOUSEHOLLD COMPOSITION: AGE & WORKING
G STATUS42
At a glance:
Non‐workin
ng
adults, ≥18

1.5
1.7
1.66

3.9
9

Non‐workin
ng
children, 5‐17
Children, <5
5

2.2
1.8

Working adults,
≥18
Working
children, <1
18

Moree than half of family
mem
mbers ≥ 5 yrs old
o
workk in the kiln.
Of m embers who work,
w
e under
moree than half are
18 yrrs old.
With only one parent
aining
workking, the rema
0.7 reepresents the
e
prevaalence of grow
wn‐up
childrren bonded with
w
their families.

background and
a migratio
on profile
Ethnic b
Family m
members are low‐skilled
d workers w
with experien
nce in brick making. Neaarly all (98%
%) of the
househo
olds had beeen in exile in Pakistan w
where they worked in brick kilns. H
However, it remains
unclear how many of
o the households were llegally recoggnized refuge
ees and how
w many were
e living in
exile without any legal rightss. Accordingg to previous studies on the reffugee popullation in
Afghanisstan, and ass corroboratted by our own qualitaative fieldwork, the pe riod of exile
e ranges
between
n 10 to 30 yeears, with diffferent histoorical turns, from
f
the Russsian invasioon to the Mujahideen
years. A
As such, this represents a significant period during which the
e older geneeration relied almost
entirely on brick work while in exile.
e
Only a ssmall portion
n of househo
olds (2%) aree internally displaced
d
persons (IDPs).
The ethn
nic backgrou
und of house
eholds in bricck kilns is alsso quite hom
mogenous, coonsidering th
he ethnic
diversityy of Afghan
nistan. Eightyy percent oof surveyed householdss were Pashhtun, 12% Tajik,
T
6%
Pashaheee (a sub‐gro
oup of Tajiks)), and 2% Araab. This corrresponds with broader m
migratory pattterns, as
most Affghans who fled
f
to Pakisstan were etthnic Pashtu
uns, due to the
t cultural, ethnic and religious
affinitiess between th
he two counttries.
Heads of household
d
Ninety‐eeight percen
nt of househ
holds surveyyed are heaaded by men
n,43 with thee few excep
ptions of
househo
olds headed by widowed
d women. D
Despite the young
y
age off marriage inn the kilns,444 only six
40

Averagee household sizze of non‐poorr families is 6.99 in Afghanistan
n. (Source: National Risk and Vulnerability Assessment
A
2007/8: A profile of Afgh
hanistan)
41
For morre on the breakkdown of age an
nd prevalence oof child labour, see Section 4.1
1.
42

Data waas gathered on 1666 individua
als in 190 houseeholds. See Ann
nex 7.3 for a sam
mple householdd questionnaire
e.
Very few
w households surveyed
s
are he
eaded by womeen (only 2%). Female‐headed households aree extremely vulnerable in
Afghanistaan as women have very limited mobility and economic oppo
ortunities.
43
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men in the age range of 18
8 to 22 we re househo
old heads, two
t
of whoom had takken over
responsibilities for deceased
d
fatthers. Most young adults continue to live with their paren
nts or in‐
laws, even after marrriage. Ten percent
p
of heeads of house
ehold are age 60 and oldder.
Despite the physically demandin
ng nature off the work, nearly
n
all me
en continue to work in the
t brick
sector through theirr 50’s and even into theeir 60’s, unle
ess they are disabled. Thhe working status of
elder heeads of household appea
ars to be mo re common in the brick sector than in other secttors. In a
2008 ILO
O study of child labour in
i multiple ssectors in Affghanistan, itt was found that it is co
ommonly
believed
d that men in their 50’ss should nott be workin
ng, and that it then beccomes the children’s
c
responsibility to gen
nerate house
ehold incomee.45
hold heads have
h
had no fform of educcation (Figurre 3.2); the eeducation levvel of the
A majority of househ
17% thaat did receivee some form
m of educatioon remains very
v
low. All families in w
which the father had
attended or graduatted high sch
hool were stiill using theiir children as labourers iin the kilns; of the 6
househo
olds, three are currently sending at leeast one of their
t
children
n to school (m
mainly boys)).46 While
other sttudies have found that highly edu cated familiies decrease
e their use of child lab
bour and
increasee child educaation,47 the in
ncidence of cchild labour amongst fam
milies with loow levels of parental
educatio
on does not differ from that of familiies with no parental
p
educcation.
URE 3.2. EDU
UCATION BA
ACKGROUND
D OF HEADS OF HOUSEH OLD
FIGU

2%

No
edu
ucation
883%

Informal
Up to class 5

7%

Class 5‐8

17%
5%
2%
2%

3.1.1

Some hig
gh
school
High scho
ool
graduate
e

Att a glance:
833% of heads of
hoousehold are
coompletely
unneducated
Off the 17% thatt have
haad some form of
edducation, onlyy 4%
haave made it ass far as
higgh school

HOUSEHO
OLD DEBT

old debt in brick kilns iss primarily uused to pay for basic su
urvival needss (e.g. food, medical
Househo
bills), ass opposed to
o investments in shelterr or entrepre
eneurial actiivities. As a result, debtt is not a
one‐time issue but rather a more structura l, longer‐term cycle thatt keeps housseholds conttinuously
d to their em
mployers. Within
W
this cyycle of indeb
btedness, families oftenn take out additional
indebted
loans beefore the prrevious adva
ances are reepaid; surveyyed househo
olds took ouut an averagge of 3.6
advancees over the past
p five years. Househo lds also take
e out loans to pay back ddebt when switching
s
from one kiln to ano
other in searcch of better tterms, which
h further perrpetuates thee cycle of de
ebt.48
e basis of debbt bondage," Afghan
As in Pakistan, wherre brick kilnss "operate a lmost exclussively on the
brick kilns are heavily reliant on
n bonded labbourers to work
w
as brick makers;49 988% of surveyyed brick

44

It is not uncommon for adolescents to be married att 14 or 15 yearss of age.
Altai Co
onsulting, 2008..
46
For morre on child educcation in brick kilns,
k
see Sectioon 4.2.
47
Hai, 20110.
48
For morre on the cycle of debt, see Se
ection 5.5.2.
49
HRW/Asia (1995), Contemporary Form
ms of Slavery inn Pakistan, Hum
man Rights Watch/Asia.
45
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makers are currentlyy working to pay off debtts to their em
mployers.50 The
T main reaason househo
olds take
on debt in both distrricts is to payy for basic neecessities:
We sspend our mo
oney on food. Also,
A
we someetimes use it for
f medical trreatment and repaying our debt. But
the jjamadar does not force us to
t repay the ddebt. – Brick maker,
m
15, wo
orks with two brothers (23 & 22) and
fatheer (50) in Surkkhroad

I too
ok a 20,000 AFA loan fro
om the recruuiter; I have been paying him back evvery month and
a have
clearred my familly’s debt just last week. I usually take loans to covver our expennses during th
he winter
mon
nths, when wee do not workk and have noo income. ‐ Brick
B
maker, 50,
5 Deh Sabz

Medical bills represeent the second most com
mmon reason for taking loans from eemployers; however,
h
illness, w
weddings an
nd funerals are often t he initial im
mpetus for families to eenter bonded labour
contractts. Once households are indebted, thhey continue to take out advances fo r various rea
asons.51
I firsst got a loan because
b
my mother
m
was siick. She was hit
h in the side by a stray buullet. We spen
nt a lot of
mon
ney on medica
al treatment. Unfortunatelly my motherr died, and we
w had to takee another loa
an for the
funeeral. I have takken a total of five
f loans. – B
Brick maker, 35,
3 Surkhroad, has worked iin kilns for 15 years
My llittle brother got
g very sick when
w
he was 12‐years‐old with kidney sttones. We toook him to Pesh
hawar for
treattment. When my family was
w there, wee did not havee money for our
o expenses.. I took a loa
an for our
famiily expenses because
b
we did
d not know
w anybody exxcept the jamadar.‐ Brick m
maker, 20, Surkhroad,
houssehold 75,000
0 kaldar (41,2
209 AFA/865 USD) in debt

FIGURE 3.3. HOUSEHOLD
H
REASONS FO
OR TAKING ON
O DEBT FRO
OM BRICK KKILN OWNER
RS52
75%

80%

67%

70%

The most mentio
oned
reasson for takingg a
debtt was to purcchase
basi c necessities,
folloowed by illness or
meddical expense
es.

60%
50%
40%

30%

30%
20%

11%

8%

10%
0%

Wedding

Funeral

Illness/medic al
expense

At a glance:

Shelter

Basic
necessitiess

Mosst families takke
multtiple advance
es over
whille working in kilns,
withh varying
mottivations.

5
household
ds in Surkhr oad borrow
w larger sums and have made less progress
Of thosee surveyed,53
toward paying back loans than households
h
w
working the summer season in Deh SSabz (Table 3.2).
3
As a
result, h
households surveyed
s
in Surkhroad
S
cuurrently owe
e 20% more to their empployers than
n families
wrappin
ng up the brick making se
eason in Dehh Sabz. More than half of
o householdds in Surkhro
oad have
not repaaid any of their current debt
d
(51 out of 94 house
eholds). Onlyy seven housseholds (out of 96) in
Deh Sab
bz had not yeet paid back any
a of their ddebt.

50

Based o
on data from 19
90 households.. Of the remainning 2% (4 housseholds), two fa
amilies had reccently paid off a debt and
were still working in thee kilns. The oth
her two househholds had not been
b
indebted to their emplooyer, and are not bonded
labourers..
51
Transpo
ortation costs – primarily for return from Pa kistan or between provinces – are a factor t hat entices som
me families
in the reccruitment proceess. However, as
a most kiln ow
wners cover the cost of transportation if woorkers agree to
o stay for a
given periiod (usually a yeear), families do
o not typically ttake advances for
f this reason.
52
Based o
on the responsees of 186 households. Childreen were largelyy aware of the reasons for whhich their familiies were in
debt. Onlyy one child out of 91 child inte
erviewees did nnot know why his
h family was in
ndebted.
53
Based o
on responses fro
om 37 househo
olds in Surkhroaad and 76 housseholds in Deh Sabz.
S
Househollds that have no
ot paid any
of their deebt or who did not provide the
e full details of their debt were excluded from
m calculated avverages in Table
e 3.2.
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We know that our employees cannot really work enough to pay off the debt. But we cannot add
pressure on them; it might take more than 3 or 4 years for them to pay back what we lent them.
In that case they can either work all those years or find another employer who will pay us the
loan to see them released from their responsibilities here. – Kiln owner, Surkhroad
Although progress is slow, many families steadily make payments toward debt; a comparison of the
5‐year average of household debt with the current remaining debt demonstrates that families have
paid back much of what they have borrowed over the past five years (Table 3.2). However, the
perpetual need for more advances (often for medical purposes or basic necessities), keep most
families bonded to their employers.
TABLE 3.2. BREAKDOWN OF AVERAGE HOUSEHOLD DEBT
District

Latest loan
amount

Repaid
amount

Remaining
debt

Total loans
5-year avg.54

Deh Sabz

55,000
AFA
1,154 USD

21,400
AFA
449 USD

33,600 AFA
1,053 USD

133,900 AFA
2,810 USD

Surkhroad

64,800
AFA
1,360 USD

17,500
AFA
367 USD

47,300 AFA
1,266 USD

115,600 AFA
2,426 USD

3.2 TERMS & CONDITIONS OF BONDED LABOUR
Adult and child bonded labourers work 10‐15 hours six days a week, 12‐months a year,55 performing
physically demanding tasks in harsh conditions. Households depend heavily on the labour of
children; even young children, by performing unseen tasks, increase the overall productivity of the
household. A detriment to child health and development, kiln work creates a vicious cycle of debt
where families have an increasing need for loans to address health issues brought on by their work
and living conditions.
3.2.1

BRICK PRODUCTION ON AN INDIVIDUAL LEVEL

As we saw previously (Box 2.1), brick makers are responsible for preparing the clay, shaping and
pressing the clay into 1 or 4‐brick moulds, and drying and stacking the bricks. Much of the moulding
process is done from a crouching position, and workers are constantly exposed to the elements (e.g.
sun, heat and blowing dust). Preparing the clay is the most arduous activity, as it involves digging,
mixing, and turning the heavy clay until it becomes malleable.
My task in the brick factory is preparing and reversing the moulds. They have us small children to do
this task; it is very hard. Older workers prepare the clay, which is harder, and we prepare the bricks.
We only do this work so that we have food to eat at home. – Kiln worker, 8, Surkhroad
There is no easy work in brick making. The most difficult work in brick making is mixing the clay. – Kiln
worker, 15, Deh Sabz

54

Households took out 3‐4 loans on average over the last five years. Based on responses from 95 adult workers. Whereas
all but two adult workers (primarily male) were able to provide a specific answer, a significant portion of women (often the
mothers of child labourers) answering questions about the household for the child surveys were unable to provide this
figure. Nine women in Surkhroad and 16 women in Deh Sabz were unaware of the total number of advances the household
had taken in the past five years.
55
Most adults and children work year‐round in the brick kilns: 97% of children, 90% of adults. Of the adults that do not
work year‐round, 8 out of 10 worked in another sector for part of the year, primarily in construction as day labourers. The
remaining two did not work for several months a year. Amongst the children who do not work year‐round, one works in
agriculture, one goes to school and one does not work in the months off from the brick kiln.
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Most ad
dult brick maakers work 10‐15 hour shifts six daays a week (Figure
(
3.4).556 Adults ave
erage 73
hrs/weeek in Surkhro
oad and 70 hrs/week in Deh Sabz. Adults
A
begin
n their day aat 4 or 5 am
m. With a
quick brreak mid‐morning for tea
a or breakfasst and a longger break for lunch, their break time averages
80 min//day.57 On Frridays, worke
ers travel too the nearestt bazaar to buy
b suppliess (primarily food)
f
for
the follo
owing week.
Like adu
ults, a vast majority
m
of children workk 10‐15 hours per day (F
Figure 3.4). TThe burden of these
hours beecomes even
n more evide
ent when exxamining weekly totals (Figure 3.5). CChildren in Deh
D Sabz
work an
n average off 73 hours per week, whhereas those
e in Surkhroad work 69..58 The slighttly lower
average in Surkhroaad may be attributed
a
too the work UNICEF
U
has done in thee district to decrease
d
mmunity bassed schools (CBS) in bricck kilns. Aveerage break time for
workingg hours and provide com
children
n totals 108 min/day,
m
48 minutes
m
morre than adultt breaks.
I start at 4 am wh
hen I can. We work until 6 or 7 pm; if we make good progress duriing they day, we might
p I take a brreak from 9‐99:30 for tea, and
a again at noon
n
for a onee‐hour lunch break.
b
We
stop earlier at 5 pm.
ally eat eggpla
ants, lentils an
nd beans becaause these foo
ods give us strength. – Kiln worker, 10, Surkhroad
S
usua

FIGURE 3.4. HOURS OF WORK PPER DAY, SAT
TURDAY THR
ROUGH THU
URSDAY59
100%
90%

2%
%
23%
2

26%

80%

36%

34%
%

57%

59%
%

70%
60%
50%
40%

66%

30%

71%
7

At a glan ce:

20%
10%
0%

16‐18 h rs
13‐15 h rs
10‐12 h rs
7‐9 hrs
4‐6 hrs

2%
6%

6%

5%
%

6%

Children

Adults

Child ren

Adults

Surkhroad

A majority of workers
(both child ren and
adults) worrk 10‐15
hrs/day, 6 ddays a week

Deh Sabz

56

Saturdaay‐Thursday
Break tiime is not included in the num
mber of hours w
worked.
58
Findinggs in line with statistics
s
found
d on child brickk makers in 2008 Altai study on child labouur (80 hrs per week).
w
The
average hours per week is lower in this study as it inclludes a greaterr proportion of young childrenn. Half of the brrick makers
in the Altaai study were 15‐17.
1
(Source:: Altai Consultinng (2008), “A Rapid
R
Assessme
ent on Child Laabour in Kabul,”” Research
commissio
oned by the ILO
O International Programme onn the Eliminatio
on of Child Labo
our (ILO‐IPEC).)
59
Surkhro
oad: Children, n=47,
n
Adults, n=
=47; Deh Sabz: CChildren, n=44,, Adults, n=52.
57
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FIGURE 3.5. WEEKLY
W
HOU
URS WORKED
D BY CHILD BRICK
B
MAKE RS
Child workers,
w
Surk
khroad

6%
%

Child workers, Deh Sabz

4% 7%

5% 5%
%
4%

11%
1

11%

17%

62%
%

68%

20‐39 hrs//week

40‐59 hrs/week

60‐69 hrs//week

70‐79 hrs/week

80‐89 hrs//week

90‐99 hrs/week

At a glance: A large majoority of child brick
b
makers worrk 70 or moree hours per we
eek.

Surveyed adults pro
oduce 1,100 bricks on avverage per day.
d 60 Childre
en that mouuld bricks pre
epare an
average of 630 brickks in Surkhro
oad and 7500 bricks in De
eh Sabz. Tho
ose children who do pre
eparatory
work in the moulding process (e.g.
(
rolling the clay into balls) are not countedd in these averages.
a
Howeveer, their workk has an imp
portant impaact on the prroductivity off their siblinggs and fathe
ers. Thus,
the totaal per individ
dual, whethe
er adult or cchild, fluctuates with the
e number off children asssisting in
the prep
paration stagges of brick making.
m
I ma
ake the brickks, and my fa
amily helps bby bringing tea
t and takin
ng care of thhe home. Som
me of my
child
dren help me by preparing
g the clay andd rolling the balls.
b
– Brick maker,
m
35, Suurkhroad

Total daaily brick production for householdds range from 1,000‐4,5
500 per dayy. The total depends
largely o
on the number of familly members working, th
heir age and
d ability.61 Thhe average total
t
per
family iss 2,240 in Surrkhroad and 2,320 in Dehh Sabz.
3.2.2

WORK CO
ONDITIONS & ASSOCIIATED RISK
KS62

nding work tthat involvess repetitive tasks perform
med over lon
ng hours,
Brick maaking is physsically deman
with no shelter or sh
hade from th
he sun and bblowing dustt. When aske
ed about thee difficulty off work in
the kilnss for children
n, 26 out of 28
2 prominennt communitty members considered kkiln work to be more
physically demandin
ng than work in other sectors.63 The consequences of th is work can
n lead to
e
for booth adults and children (Table 3.3). The dust inhaled by
negativee short‐ and long‐term effects
workerss can induce life‐long resp
piratory probblems such as
a silicosis an
nd asthma; w
when kiln ow
wners use
waste su
uch as old tirres as fuel, the health rissks of inhalin
ng toxic emisssions are evven greater. Seasonal
diseasess such as maalaria are common, as thhe water use
ed for brick making lies in stagnant,, shallow
pools ideal for breed
ding mosquittoes. Physicaal injuries result from the
e repetitive m
motions of moulding
m
bricks an
nd physicallyy demandingg tasks of m ixing clay. Exxtended exp
posure to thee elements provokes
p
heatstro
oke and chapped skin, particularly
p
aamongst chilldren, and contact with the clay can induce
skin alleergies for so
ome. The exxtreme poveerty of households living
g in brick kiilns create a second
60

Adults in their prime, with
w assistance from children performing pre
eparatory stage
es, are able to pproduce as man
ny as 1,500
in a singlee day; a small grroup of adults only
o manage too produce 500‐8
800 bricks per day.
d
61
See
Figure 3.77 for more details on the corre
elation betweenn the number and age of household memberrs and wages.
62

For morre on health and developmentt risks for childrren, see Section
n 4.3.1.
The rem
maining two resspondents answ
wered “somew
what harder” an
nd “same level of difficulty.” (tteachers, shura
a members
and elderss)
63
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category health and developmental risks, many of which manifest over the long‐term, and are
therefore not readily evident.
TABLE 3.3. HEALTH AND DEVELOPMENTAL RISKS OF BRICK MAKING
Health & Developmental Risks

Cause
Manual labour in kilns & work
conditions

•
•
•
•
•
•

Respiratory problems (e.g. asthma, chronic chest infections, silicosis)
Exposure to toxic fumes (when kilns use waste, such as tires, as fuel)
Seasonal diseases including malaria
Physical injury – back and leg pain and injuries
Heatstroke
Skin allergies and chapped skin from exposure to the elements

Living conditions & poverty

•
•
•
•

Illness related to poor hygiene and sanitation
Stunted growth
Malnutrition
Shortened life‐span

3.2.3

COERCION

Although a necessary condition, debt alone is not sufficient to qualify labour as bonded. The
restriction of options, often related to freedom of movement and employment, and the use of
deception or force, are also common characteristics of debt bondage in most countries. In other
country case studies, force often refers to the threat or use of verbal or physical punishment,
whereas, deception in bonded labour is predominantly economic in nature. In cases of deception,
brick kiln staff purposely underestimate the number of bricks produced or to minimise costs or
manipulate debts and repayments. While movement and employment are restricted in Afghan brick
kilns, such cases of force and deception were not found in this survey.
Freedom of movement & employment
At the heart of the contractual agreement between workers, recruiters and households, is a
limitation on movement: it is an explicit prerequisite for all household members of working capacity
to work on site; no family member is ever allowed to seek primary or secondary employment
outside the kiln. Restrictions on mobility and secondary employment are the norm in situations of
debt bondage and are common throughout the South Asia region (e.g. in Pakistan).64 A majority of
households report that family members are not able to leave the kiln whenever they wish (Figure
3.6).65 When asked why family members could not leave, most respondent either said they had to
ask permission from their employer or could not leave due to their debt. A small portion attributed
their restricted mobility to a lack of employment alternatives. Even if they did find a better job
somewhere else, half of workers (both child and adult) report that they could not leave their current
job in the kiln. For 70% of households, all members of the family are restricted from employment
outside of the kiln until the loan is repaid.
We prefer this system (debt bondage) as it ties the workers to us; we give them this advance so that
we are sure that they will stay and work for us as we need workers all year round. Plus we tell them
that they are not allowed to go and work elsewhere. They have freedom if they want to see a doctor,
go to school, but that’s basically it. – Kiln owner, Surkhroad

64
65

ILO, 2004.
Based on interviews with 190 households.
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FIGURE 3.6. ABILITY OF HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS TO LEAVE THE KILN WHEN THEY WISH
Able to leave without permission

Unable to leave without permission

96%

100%
90%

79%

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%

At a glance:
96% of women and
79% of men report
that members of
their household are
unable to leave the
brick kiln when
they wish.

21%

20%

4%

10%
0%

Women (mostly mothers of child
labourers)

Adult workers (mainly male)

Deception and force
Most households in brick kilns did not feel they had been deceived or forced to work by their
employer or the jamadar who recruited them; however, given the lack of awareness about rights,
this perception does not confirm whether or not deceptive practices are in use. Amongst those who
did feel deceived in some way, a majority felt they had been misled regarding the quality of housing
provided as in‐kind payment (Table 3.4). Ten percent of adult workers felt they had been pressured
to work through verbal abuse or intimidation. Nineteen percent of women (mainly mothers of child
labourers) felt the household had been pressured to work through verbal abuse or intimidation. It
appears that the decision to become a bonded labourer is indeed a voluntary choice, and for many,
may be the best or only choice available, given their skills and socio‐economic status. As explained in
Genicot (2002), “It is generally the lack of suitable alternatives which makes workers opt for a life in
servitude.”66
TABLE 3.4. CASES OF DECEPTION IN BRICK KILNS

No. of responses (n=28)

8
7

SORKHROD

6

DEH SABZ

At a glance:
15% of survey
respondents felt
deceived in some
way by the employer
or jamadar.

5
4
3
2
1
0

Wages

66

Hours

Duration of
loan
repayment

Terms of
contract

Quality of Provision of
shelter food/water

Of the 18 individuals
with complaints, a
majority felt deceived
about the quality of
shelter provided in
kilns.

Genicot, 2002.
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3.3 ECONOMICS:
BONDED
PERSPECTIVE

LABOUR

FROM

A

HOUSEHOLD

Almost all brick makers are paid in cash and in kind.67 Cash wages are determined by a piece rate;
workers within each kiln are paid a set amount for every 1,000 bricks they produce. As mentioned in
Section 2.2.2, workers in Deh Sabz make considerably higher piece rates than brick makers in
Surkhroad (Table 3.5), due to distance families must travel upon recruitment, a higher cost of living
and the inconvenience of being farther from markets and public services.
TABLE 3.5. DAILY WAGES OF BRICK MAKERS
District
Deh Sabz

Surkhroad

Worker
Adult
Child
Family
Adult
Child
Family

Piece rate per 1,000 bricks
370 AFA
(7.76 USD)
270 AFA
(5.67 USD)

Bricks/day
1,100
750
2,320
1,100
630
2,240

Wage per day68
407 AFA/ 8.54 USD
278 AFA/ 5.82 USD
854 AFA/ 18.01 USD
297 AFA/ 6.23 USD
170 AFA/ 3.57 USD
605 AFA/ 12.69 USD

Children make a huge contribution to household income in brick kilns, but not because they are
more productive than adults. Although some sectors have the reputation of being better suited for
“nimble fingers” (i.e. child labourers), adults are clearly more than adequate substitutes for children
in the brick kiln industry.69 An average child produces 57‐68% as many bricks as an adult.
The dependence on child labour is rather due to the lack of economically active adults and large
family size. Households in Afghan brick kilns only have one economically active parent. Whereas
women work in the brick kiln industry in other South Asian countries, the exclusion of women from
the work force in Afghanistan places a greater dependence on child labour. With one less working
parent and an average household size of 8.8, more children equate more money, especially if the
children are boys. Only boys are allowed to work in the kilns after puberty, and it is at this stage in
life when the children start to make considerably bigger contributions to the family income.
I cannot repay the debt because my family is large and most of them are female or very young boys
that cannot work. We have a low income and our expenses are high. When we cannot cover our
costs, we take more advances from the jamadar. – Brick maker, 26, 54,945 AFA (1,166 USD) in debt

The dependence on child labour increases with the age and associated productivity of the child,
notably for boys. While girls grow more productive with age, they cease to be economically active
members at puberty and are thereafter kept in the home. While there is a slight correlation between
the total number of family members working in the kiln and monthly income, the correlation
becomes stronger when looking at working family members over a certain age (

67

In a few exceptional cases, workers are only paid in cash, if they rent or own their own homes.
Wage before commission to recruiter. The average piece rates provided by the 99 adult workers surveyed were used for
the calculations in Table 3.5.
69
Basu and Tzannatos, 2003.
68
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Figure 3.7). As the ages and number of workers per family increases, so do the monthly wages of
families. Already at the age of 10, each child is making a significant impact on the family income. At
the age of 16, a child contributes almost as much as experienced adults to family income.
This correlation is often found to be true in industries that require low or unskilled workers. If jobs
require greater skill, children contribute a smaller portion of family income, and thus demand for
child labour drops. A study of working children in India in 1995 found a similar correlation between
increased child labour and rising household income in jobs such as braiding plastic rope and cleaning
plastic cement bags.70

70
Swaminathan, Madhura. 1998. “Economic Growth and the Persistence of Child Labor: Evidence from an Indian City.”
World Development, vol. 26, no. 8, pp 1513‐1528.
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FIGURE 3.7. CORRELATION BETWEEN NO. & AGE OF WORKING FAMILY MEMBERS AND WAGES71
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At a glance: The number of working household members has a positive impact on the
household’s income. However, this correlation only begins to emerge when we look at working
members that are 10 and older, and it clarifies further with working members over 16. Clearly,
older children make bigger contributions to household income.

71

This correlation is examined separately for Surkhroad and Deh Sabz as there is a significant difference in the monthly
wages between the two districts. Households in Surkhroad reported an average monthly income of 12,163 AFA (255 USD),
whereas those in Deh Sabz reported 16,595 AFA (348 USD). The data for these figures was drawn from 190 household
surveys (94 in Surkhroad, 96 in Deh Sabz).
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year‐round, as the Deh Sabz brick making season lasts only 6‐8 months. Families can easily fall
further into debt over the winter months before they are able to try to dig themselves out the
following spring.
TABLE 3.6. HOUSEHOLD WAGE DEDUCTIONS FOR RECRUITER COMMISSIONS
District
Deh Sabz
Surkhroad

(per 1,000 bricks)

Bricks/day per
family

Recruiter
commission/day

29 AFA (0.61 USD)
21 AFA (0.44 USD)

2,320
2,240

67 AFA (1.41 USD)
47 AFA (0.99 USD)

Recruiter commission

Recruiter
commission/month
(26 working days)

1,742 AFA (37 USD)
1,222 AFA (26 USD)

TABLE 3.7. MONTHLY WAGE PER HOUSEHOLD (AFTER DEDUCTIONS)
District

Daily
household
wages80

Monthly
household
wages

Monthly
recruiter
commission

Average
payment
against debt81

Monthly household
wage for family of 9

Deh Sabz
Surkhroad

854 AFA
605 AFA

22,204
15,730

(1,742 AFA)
(1,222 AFA)

(3,740 AFA)
(1,500 AFA)

16,722 AFA / 351 USD
13,008 AFA/ 273 USD

(after deductions)

3.4 PERCEPTIONS: HOUSEHOLD & COMMUNITY
3.4.1

COMMUNITY TIES & COMPARISON

Families, particularly women and adolescent girls, in brick kilns have limited interactions with
members of their community. Men from the same kiln may meet on a weekly basis; however,
interviewed women were unable to give estimates of the number of families living in their kiln as
they had no contact with all but their immediate neighbours. The lack of social interaction is
indicative of the limited choices women are able to make in their daily lives.
Children, on the other hand, are able to play outside of the home with other children from the kiln.
However, their movement is often restricted to the home and the worksite, where they have few
outlets for leisure activities. Girls are allowed to interact with other children when they are young,
but as they reach puberty, they are confined to their homes, so as not to damage their reputation
and marriage opportunities.
Household contact with extended family is more common, especially given that many jamadars
recruit from their own families. Around half of surveyed households had members of their extended
family living nearby. Despite limited contact with the community, many respondents still felt that
their economic situation was worse than that of other members of the community (Figure 3.8)82

80

See Table 3.5.
Average payments against debt are calculated based on data collected from 38 households in Surkhroad and 56
households in Deh Sabz. The 96 households that do not make monthly payments were not included in this calculation.
82
Based on survey of 190 households: 99 adult workers (mainly male) and 91 women (in most cases mothers) in
households of child labourers.
81
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FIGURE 3.8. ASSESSMENT OF ECONOMIC SITUATION RELATIVE TO OTHERS IN THE COMMUNITY
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COMMUNITY PERCEPTIONS OF CHILD BONDED LABOUR

Community perceptions of bonded labour, confirm what we have learned throughout this chapter
regarding the difficult conditions for brick making households in brick kilns. By looking at the
solutions they offer for improving conditions for child bonded labourers in kilns (Figure 3.9), we can
also see what they identify as being the key areas of concern (shelter, wages, food and water).
Community members perceive unemployment and underemployment to be the root causes of
bonded labour. As a result, a large majority of interviewed shura members, elders and teachers felt
job creation or income‐generating activities would be the solution to decreasing the number of child
bonded labours.
FIGURE 3.9. COMMUNITY PERCEPTIONS: IMPROVING CHILD BONDED LABOURERS’ CONDITIONS83
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Based on local actor survey of 28 prominent community members including shura members, elders and teachers.
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4 FOCUS ON CHILDREN
Key findings from the field point to patterns that affect child development: First, families
enrol their children in work, with boys and girls being “forced” to work not only by
employers but by their parents, with our data showing a significant difference in gender
breakdown until puberty (twice as many boys as girls). Second, 85% of children do not
attend school, as they must help provide for their families. Third, children face a high risk of
musculo‐skeletal and respiratory problems related to their work. As for health problems
related to poverty, 50% of households suffer from food insecurity throughout the year, with
a higher percentage likely suffering from micromalnutrition. All of the above are obstacles to
proper child development; several initiatives to partially address these issues will be
discussed in this chapter.
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With five years of experience, 11‐year‐old Sima is already a seasoned brick maker. She moulds 600
bricks a day, nearly one third of the family’s total brick production. In a year of 6‐day workweeks,
Sima will produce 187,200 bricks. After her 13‐hour shift with her two younger sisters and father in
the brick kiln, Sima must help her family with chores around the house.
Sima may not have to work in the kiln much longer. As her mother, Kookoo Khanom explained, “We
can allow our girls to work until they become adolescents. Then, we marry them so that they can
start their own family.” Sima will likely be married to a brick maker, as her family has little contact
with the world outside of the brick kiln.
As an adult, Sima’s life will most likely reproduce the pattern of her mother’s life. Sima’s older sister
used to work in the kilns, before being married off two years ago to a man from her extended family
who also works in the same kiln. She is no longer working but raising two children, with all her time
being spent in the one‐room shelter, due to the strict observance of gender segregation in brick kilns
in Afghanistan.
The pattern in this family – from the mother, to the older sister, to Sima herself – illustrates the
intergenerational patterns and lack of mobility, whether social, economic or professional, in brick
kilns. Sima’s story84 illustrates that child bonded labour is not only an issue of what children are
doing now, but what they will be doing in the future. As we will see in this chapter, the cost of child
bonded labour is paid over a lifetime through the loss of health, education and opportunities.
This chapter is split into three sections:
i) Section 4.1 looks at parental decisions and dependence on child bonded labour;
ii) Section 4.2 education and leisure time of child bonded labourers in brick kilns; and
iii) Section 4.3 examines the impact bonded labour will of on children’s futures.

4.1 CHILD LABOUR IN KILNS
Children represent a majority of the brick making workforce in Afghan kilns (Figure 4.2).85 At 5‐years‐
old, many children begin assisting their elder siblings and fathers in the kiln, and at eight, most
bonded children are clocking in nearly twice as many hours as the legal adult limit in many European
countries. As we have demonstrated in Chapter 2, families depend heavily on the labour of children.
This section will explore why parents depend on child labour, and how the type of dependence
varies with the gender of their children.
Parents in brick kilns are not callous or less caring than other parents.86 In fact, qualitative interviews
repeatedly showed that parents prefer having their children work alongside them in the kiln, rather
than sending them off unaccompanied to the unknown dangers of street work (exposure to drugs,
criminality, and insecurity were specifically mentioned in interviews). Neither are parents
unconscious of the effect brick work may have on their children. Whereas children in kilns are often
unaware of the conditions in which they live and work, parents largely determine the working
conditions of children in brick kilns to be “poor” or “very poor” (Figure 4.1).

84

For more on Sima, refer to the case study in Annex 7.1.

85

Children also represent majority of kiln residents (Figure 3.1).
Although there are theories that postulate that, “parents are willing to have children only if they receive an adequate
return on their investment,” most child labour theory assumes a certain degree of parental altruism toward the well‐being
of their children. (Source: Brown, Drusilla K. et al (2002), “The Determinants of Child Labor: Theory and Evidence,”
Discussion Paper No. 486, School of Public Policy, University of Michigan.
86
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ILO (20111), “Questionss and answers on
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ILO, 20004.
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day.97 Scchool attend
dance, while still marginaal, has been greatly facilitated in Surrkhroad district via a
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d children in brick kilns (BBox 4.1).
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BOX 4.1. UNICEF EDUCATION PILOT PROGRAMME IN SURKHROAD’S BRICK KILNS

Coming from uneducated households100 and extreme poverty, children can often be intimidated by
school. The graduated system offered by UNICEF‐Jalalabad’s pilot programme eases children in brick
kilns into the system, decreasing the likelihood that children will feel overwhelmed and discouraged,
eventually dropping out. It also eases parents into the idea of sacrificing a few hours of child labour
for the long‐term benefit of the child and the family. Held on‐site in the kilns, classes begin at just
two hrs/day (peer‐to‐peer classes) and then expand to four hrs/day (community‐based schools).
1. Peer‐to‐peer classes (20 established in 2010)101
Young children start out in a peer‐to‐peer class designed to prepare students for the classroom. Each
class, taught by a secondary school student from the brick kiln, teaches children simple things such
as how to introduce themselves and how to behave in a classroom setting. Children also learn the
alphabet.
Held on kiln sites, the peer‐to‐peer classes demand minimal investment. The teachers (students
themselves) volunteer their services in the afternoon after attending morning classes. The only
supply provided by UNICEF is a reversible chalkboard/whiteboard with an attached mini‐abacus for
practicing counting and introducing math skills.
2. Community‐based schools (CBS)
Separate classes of boys and girls meet in community‐based schools for 4 hours a day, 6 days a
week. Originally held in tents, kiln owners now provide rooms on kiln sites for classes.102 The classes
cover standard subjects taught in 1st and 2nd grade. UNICEF provides small workbooks and pays
teacher salaries. A reported 507 boys and 419 girls have been provided with access to primary
education via the community‐based schools in Surkhroad’s brick kiln.103
In one school visited by this study’s research team, more than 40 young boys attended the class at
the on‐site CBS. However, only 19 girls attended the afternoon course, down from an initial
enrolment of 36. The girls’ teacher explained that many of the girls had been forced by their families
to go back to making bricks. It would seem that while many families in the kiln saw the potential
benefit of educating their sons, they were not convinced that educating their daughters would have
a positive impact for the family in the long run.
Enrolment in public school
UNICEF’s goal in implementing the peer‐to‐peer classes and community‐based schools is to
eventually enrol children in public schools. The organisation has succeeded in enrolling 309 children
in public school since the programme’s inception in 2010.

Leisure time is mainly limited to Fridays, the only day children do not work in the kilns. Time off from
making bricks is most often spent performing household chores and resting (Figure 4.6). When focus
groups of children were asked what they liked to do for fun in their time off, many children said they
did not have much time for leisure activities with the exception of Friday.
We like playing games; but we don’t have time for them. We work until 5pm and then we’re too tired
to play. I did not work before working in brick kilns; our situation was a lot worse back then. – Kiln
worker, 12, Surkhroad
When we finish work we don’t have time to play. We only have time on Friday, when we play with the
children working in the kilns. – Kiln worker, 15, Surkhroad
100

See Figure 3.2 for information on the education level of heads of household in brick kilns.
All classes held in kilns are segregated by gender according to local custom.
102
A few kiln owners also provide a room for children’s leisure activities. The room is equipped with a small supply of
books and educational games and activities provided by UNICEF.
103
UNICEF (2011), “Surkhroad District Brick Kiln Project” Report on the second phase and recommendations for the third
phase of UNICEF’s pilot project in Surkhroad district, United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF).
101
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u
n Friday we doon’t play beca
ause there
I likee cricket, but unfortunately
we don’t havve any time to play. Also, on
is no
o field to play in. The mana
ager doesn’t leet us play beccause he says we will breakk the bricks. Before
B
the
famiily worked in the kilns the
ey were in PPakistan, but the children were small aand didn’t wo
ork. Their
situa
ation was the same as it is now.
n
– Kiln woorker, 12, Deh
h Sabz

FIGURE
E 4.6. CHILD USE OF TIME OFF FROM
M KILN104
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4.3 C
CHILD DEVELOPMENT
4.3.1

HEALTH AND DEVEL
LOPMENT: SHORT- AND LONG-TERM COS
STS

Accidentts and injuriees that occur to childrenn have a mucch longer “cyycle of disab ility” than fo
or adults.
The imp
pact on a 40‐year‐old brick maker fuuture will fraankly play ou
ut over a shhorter period
d of time
than forr a 12‐year‐o
old.105 The 12
2‐year‐old iss also more likely to get injured due to inexperie
ence, and
becausee of his or heer young age
e, tasks in thhe kiln are siimply more physically deemanding fo
or a child
that hass not yet fullyy developed..
Children
n working in
n kilns have a high risk of musculo‐skeletal pro
oblems suchh as repetitivve strain
injury, lower back pain,
p
neck and
a shoulderr pain, frequ
uent head aches
a
and jooint pain due to the
“manual handling of
o heavy weiights of mudd and green
n (unbaked) bricks, long working ho
ours with
awkward posture, monotonouss and repettitive work.”” Children also
a
run thee risk of po
oor bone
development, early‐‐onset arthrittis.
In termss of illness, respiratory
r
problems
p
su ch as chronic coughs an
nd chest infeections, silico
osis, and
asthma are common
n due to the constant inhhalation of dust
d and emissions from the kilns. So
ome kilns
also burn waste su
uch as rubb
ber tires; thee toxic emissions of th
his practice have severe health
consequ
uences for ch
hildren. The work condit ions of brickk kilns also in
ncrease the llikelihood off malaria,
due to the prevalencce of stagnan
nt, shallow ppools of wate
er used for mixing
m
clay foor bricks.
Poverty‐‐related heaalth and devvelopment rrisks, such as malnutrition and devvelopmental stunting
should b
be distinguished from the
t work‐re lated risks, as they would be pressent whethe
er or not
househo
olds are bon
nded laboure
ers in brick kkilns. Althou
ugh it manife
ests over ann extended period
p
of
time, malnutrition and
a associated stunting were often mentioned by interview
wed parentss of child
labourerrs, who reco
ognised the tell‐tale
t
signss lightened hair
h and info
ormed intervviewers that children
in the kilns did not grow
g
as tall.
households face
f
food inssecurity throoughout the year
y
(Figure 4.7), and a hhigher perce
entage of
Half of h
househo
olds likely su
uffer from micro‐malnutrrition. This “hidden hung
ger” is the reesult of dietss that are
not rich in nutrientss and lack divversity; childdren miss out on essentia
al nutrients (e.g. Vitamin
n A, zinc,
iron) thaat can lead to
t eyesight problems
p
inccluding blind
dness, develo
opmental stuunting (both physical
104
105

Based on interviews with
w 91 children
n. Multiple answ
wers possible per
p child.
Based on interview with
w Eric Edmonds, Associate P rofessor at Darrtmouth College
e, 2011.
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and men
ntal), anaem
mia, and a weakened im mune system
m. Households in the brrick kilns eatt a lot of
rice, beaans, lentils and
a bread106 with a few vvegetables such
s
as okra or green beeans. Meat is
i a treat
eaten on
nce a week (usually cow head or feett), and fruits are rare.
Regardin
ng health and
a
developmental risk s related to
o abuse, vio
olence againnst children
n by kiln
management did no
ot appear to be a major pproblem with
hin the kilns. As children work alongsside their
parents,, physical ab
buse by an external acctor appearss to be limited. Both cchild and ad
dults, did
however, report insttances of verrbal abuse byy kiln ownerrs and recruitters.107
GURE 4.7. HIGH PREVALE
ENCE OF FOO
OD INSECUR
RITY OF HOUSEHOLDS IN
N BRICK KILNS108
FIG
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w
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At a gglance:
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have p
periods of food
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througghout the year.
A higher percentagee likely sufferss
micromalnutriition, a
from m
“hiddeen hunger” thaat can stunt
mentaal and physical development
and leaad to anaemiaa and
deterio
orated eyesight.

4.3.2

K FOR THE FUTURE
OUTLOOK

Basu (20003) explainss that “Whatt some parennts aspire to for their children is veryy different from what
someone living on the
t edge off the povertyy line could even conce
eive of.”109 W
When interviewed in
focus grroups about future planss, fathers of cchild laboure
ers nearly always began with the conditional
“If I can repay my lo
oan.” Many expressed
e
thhe desire to build a hom
me for their ffamilies or se
end their
children
n to school, however,
h
even the mostt modest plaans often see
emed more like aspirations than
actual plans.

106

Afghan
n flatbread is a variety
v
of white
e bread with noo dietary fibre or
o whole grains.
Nine and 12% of child
dren reported that respectivelly kiln owners and
a recruiters were
w
verbally abbusive of childrren; 16% &
dults said kiln owners and recruiters
r
weree verbally abussive of children
n. Respondentts were allowed multiple
18% of ad
answers w
when asked who were the perpetrators of abbuse (question 40,
4 household survey).
s
The typpe of abuse wa
as specified
in questio
on 41. See Anneex 7.3 for the ho
ousehold questtionnaire.
108
Accord
ding to 190 ho
ouseholds survveys: 99 adult workers (maiinly male) and 91 women (uusually mothers of child
labourers)).
109
Basu and Tzannatos, 2003.
2
107
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I can
nnot make any plans until I have paidd off these deebt; it is impossible to maake plans be
eyond the
day‐‐to‐day plan to pay off myy loans. I woould hope tha
at I could havve a house foor my family, send my
child
dren to schoo
ol, and have them start theeir own famillies. Bonded labourer,
l
45, Deh Sabz
My ffirst plan is to
t pay off the
e debt and sttop working in
i this sectorr. My second plan is to th
hen find a
bettter job to be able to build
d a house for my family. How
H
long can
n we live this way, in this poverty?
Bond
ded labourer,, 26, Deh Sab
bz
I don
n’t have any choice right now for my ffuture. If I fin
nish paying back
b
my debtt, I would like
e to start
farm
ming and anim
mal husbandry. Right now
w my children
n attend morrning coursess. I would like
e them to
conttinue going to
o school. – Bo
onded labourrer, 40, Surkhroad
If I ccan finish my debt, I want to start a fru it shop. I havve a plan for my
m children too go to Islamic school.
– Bo
onded laboureer, 26, Surkhrroad

Children
n seemed sligghtly more optimistic
o
ab out attendin
ng school in the
t future, bbut like their parents,
seem to
o accept that they will not
n stop worrking any tim
me soon. While more thhan half of surveyed
s
children
n expect to be
b attending school in 3 years, even more expecct to still be working in the
t brick
kiln or w
working a different job, either in co njunction with or in place of studiees. Most adu
ults seem
resigned
d to the fact that they will still be wo rking in brickk kilns.
FIGU
URE 4.8. OUTTLOOK FOR THE
T FUTUREE: 3‐YEAR PROJECTIONS OF
O ADULTS A
AND CHILDR
REN110
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Working (diff

Attending scchool

Staying at hom
me

In focus groups, boyys emphasise
ed a desire ffor independ
dence, educa
ation and an easier life as
a well as
the stab
bility of havin
ng their own homes.
Wheen I grow up, I want to buiild a house foor myself because we do not
n have a hoouse of our ow
wn now. I
wan
nt to have a calm
c
life. I wa
ant to work inn the city so that
t
we know
w about everyything that happens.
h
I
veryy much like scchool. If there
e is an opporttunity, I will go
g to school. Otherwise, I would like to
o learn to
own
n a shop. – Bo
onded laboure
er, 10, Surkhrroad
Wheen I grow up, I would like to
t live in Batiikot where we are from, build a house there of our own, and
attend school, iff possible, so
o that I can llive like literrate people. They have bbetter lives th
han us. –
Bond
ded labourer,, 10, Surkhroa
ad
Wheen I grow up, I want to buiild my own hoouse, becausse it is our big
ggest problem
m. If it is possiible, I will
live in Nangahar,, my homelan
nd. I would aalso like to fin
nd a job wherre I am not ddependent on
n a boss. I
nt to be my own
o
boss. I would like too do anythin
ng besides work
w
in the ki
kiln. I also likke driving
wan
beca
ause you can stop whenevver you wantt. I want to buy
b a car and
d be a driver. Bonded labo
ourer, 11,
Deh Sabz

Girls, on
n the other hand,
h
seeme
ed to simply be dreadingg the inevitable: an arrannged marriage and a
restricteed life in doo
ors. Regardin
ng married liffe, one girl explained,
e
“I will be workking in the home and

110

Based on survey of 19
90 households: 99 adults, 91 cchildren. Multip
ple answers posssible per intervviewee.
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will be locked inside the home.” Her sister was married a few years ago and the girl admitted that
she does not envy her life.111

111

See case study on family 2 in Annex 7.1 for more on this girl’s story.
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5 THE BIGGER PICTURE
Linking up to National Policy Priorities
Drawing on the findings from the previous chapters, Chapter 5 links the issue of bonded
labour to macro policy issues within the broader context of Afghanistan in transition. An
analysis of the economic context demonstrates that the demand for bricks will likely decline
in the coming years, exacerbating the vulnerabilities of bonded labours. Both humanitarian
and development actors need to consider the associated social risks involved, as bonded
labourers will not be able to adapt to this changing economic context due to gaps in
education, skills and access to services. Donors will also need to consider political challenges
such as land tenure security and cross‐border migration. Looking forward, a multi‐level
framework is proposed for addressing the problems associated with bonded labour in brick
kilns, which takes into account the following issues: credit and personal finance,
intergenerational poverty cycles, legal issues of land tenure security and political issues of
migration and reintegration.
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5.1 ECONOMIC CONTEXT ANALYSIS
In 2011, Kabul was ranked the fifth fastest growing cities in the world.112 But behind this rapidly
growing urban landscape, Afghanistan remains heavily reliant on agriculture. The relative
contribution to GDP of industry and services has grown over the last decade, but one‐third of GDP
still derives from agriculture (Figure 5.1).113 Household reliance on agriculture as a livelihood
strategy is even higher: 55% of households depend on agriculture as their main source of livelihood,
and 68% of households own some form of livestock.114 Bonded labourers in brick kilns also share in
this agrarian heritage; prior to exile in Pakistan, most bonded labourers interviewed worked as
subsistence farmers.
While GDP growth currently remains FIGURE 5.1. SECTOR PERCENTAGE OF AFGHAN GDP
strong, the Afghan economy will undergo
100%
a major transformation as donor funds
90%
are scaled back leading up to and
80%
following the 2014 transition. GDP
70%
growth for FY2011 and FY2012 –
60%
projected at 8% and 8.5% respectively –
50%
are expected to maintain growth levels
115
40%
seen in FY2010 (8.2%), although due to
30%
severe droughts affecting agricultural
outputs, FY2011 may fall short of its
20%
projected growth rate. This growth is in
10%
large part fuelled by aid and military
0%
2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009
spending by donors; in FY2010, aid to
Afghanistan totaled 15.4 billion USD and
Agriculture
Industry
Services
military spending totaled more than 100
billion USD.116 As donor spending is Source: ADB (2011), “Key Indicators for Asia and the Pacific
reduced, the Afghan economy will likely 2011,” Asian Development Bank.
contract, particularly in those sectors
most driven by aid and reconstruction spending.
Services, notably construction, are likely to be hardest hit by a decline in international aid. Sixty
percent of the total value of construction services is estimated to be financed by civilian and military
aid.117 Some of the negative impact of the reduction in foreign funds spent in Afghanistan will be
mitigated by the fact that many of the skilled workers benefitting from the boom in the construction
sector were non‐Afghans. However, the blow to the brick making industry, which relies on low‐
skilled bonded labourers, will not be softened.

112

Pavgi, Kedar (2011), “The 7 Fastest‐Growing Cities in the World,” Foreign Policy, 26 October, 2011,
www.foreignpolicy.com/articles/2011/10/26/worlds_fastest_growing_cities_?page=full.
113
ADB (2011b), “Key Indicators for Asia and the Pacific 2011,” Asian Development Bank.
114
CSO/MRRD, 2008.
115
ADB (2011a), “Economic trends and prospects in Developing Asia: South Asia,” chapter from Asian Development
Outlook 2011: South‐South Economic Links, Asian Development Bank, p. 143‐146.
116
World Bank (2011), “Issues and Challenges of Transition and Sustainable Growth in Afghanistan,” Draft prepared by the
World Bank Afghanistan Country Team.
117
Ibid
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5.2 ANALYSING SUPPLY AND DEMAND
Within the context of these larger economic changes, the brick industry will also be transformed.
Reduced demand for bricks, resulting from decreasing military and development aid, combined with
inflation and a growing labour supply, will create a situation that is more difficult for both kiln
owners and more exploitative of bonded labourers.
Already operating on razor‐thin margins, many brick kiln owners will either be forced to shut down
or lower worker wages in an effort to compete in price wars over the shrinking pool of brick
customers. Inflation, currently projected at 8% and 9.1% for FY2011 and FY2012 respectively, will
likely continue to increase with rising import prices.118 Kiln owners will be unable to compensate for
the rise in the cost of raw materials (e.g. coal) by raising brick prices due to decreased demand for
bricks. Fighting over customers, some kiln owners may shut down, while others may decrease wages
in order to maintain low prices without operating at a loss.
While kiln owners and recruiters already hold an uneven amount of sway over workers, households
are still able to switch between kilns if they feel they can get better terms (e.g. slightly higher wages,
better living conditions). However, the inequalities of the relationship will be further tipped in favour
of kiln owners if demand for bricks decreases, but the labour supply continues to grow. With an
average household size of 8.8 members, bonded households provide the brick kiln industry with a
renewable labour source that is growing faster than the national average.119 Supply may also
increase due to the continued return of former refugees from neighbouring countries and a rising
national unemployment rate (due to the predicted slow down in economic growth).
Indebted to their employers, bonded labourers will be unable to respond to market signals by
moving to a different sector, as their mobility and employment opportunities are restricted. Even if
they could move to another sector, the only realistic option for unskilled labour with no capital in
Afghanistan is to work as day labourers in agriculture or construction. As we have already seen, the
construction sector will not be capable of absorbing new workers, but will rather be employing
fewer day labourers. Day labourer jobs are irregular, poorly paid, and do not provide in‐kind
payments such as shelter and water.
Increasingly dependent on employers, contract terms in kilns will grow more exploitative of
households. Families will have a harder time paying back debts and meeting basic needs. Food
insecurity will rise, and families will grow more vulnerable to even more extreme forms of
exploitation (e.g. child trafficking).

5.3 SOCIAL RISKS
Without education, training or transferable skills, adult and child bonded labourers are ill prepared
to do anything besides make bricks. Thus, a change in livelihood strategy will be extremely difficult.
In the shifting economic context, two scenarios are foreseeable for households.
• In the more optimistic scenario, households would develop skills that are tailored to new labour
demands that would allow them to break the cycle of poverty and bondage. Such a strategy would
require outside assistance.
• In a more realistic scenario, households will continue their subsistence‐based strategy with a
higher likelihood of failure. If they remain in the brick kilns, the terms of their contract will likely
grow more exploitative, as the balance of power shifts even more to the favour of employers. If
they manage to leave the kilns, families will face a lack of shelter in addition to their current
problems (food insecurity, low wages, etc.).
118

ADB, 2011a.
Average household size amongst poor Afghan families: 8.0 members. Average household size amongst non‐poor Afghan
families: 6.9. (Source: CSO/MRRD, 2008).
119
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Development actors have the opportunity to help prepare families for hard times ahead with more
sustainable solutions; however, short‐term humanitarian aid is needed in conjunction with longer‐
term programmes, in order to help families make the transition to new livelihoods strategies. For
example, returnee families qualify to participate in UNHCR’s vocational training programmes, but
unfortunately, many workers are unable to participate in such training because of the constraints of
family needs. Labourers cannot take off enough time to participate in vocational training as they
must continue to work to provide for their families’ basic needs.120 As several workers explained to
the research team, a day not worked, is a day the family does not eat. As this example illustrates, a
coordinated response from humanitarian and development actors is needed to help households
meet basic needs (e.g. food, shelter) while they acquire skills that will help households in the long‐
run.
Households do not only need to acquire market skills, but also survival skills that can help decrease
dependence on kiln owners. Skills such as home gardening, animal husbandry and sewing would
help households in kilns meet basic needs without taking on additional loans. They are also activities
that can be done by women in the home; adult and adolescent women currently represent an
underutilized family resource due to the strict gender segregation observed in brick kilns. Such
activities would also be permitted under the current terms of debt bondage, as they are non‐market
activities performed within the home.
The complex social and economic profiles keep bonded labourers locked into cycles of debt, poverty
and dependency. Taking into account the economic and social dynamics at play, humanitarian and
development actors need to work together with the GIRoA to develop a creative, coordinated
strategy for breaking these cycles and preventing a potential humanitarian crisis in the brick kilns.

5.4 POLITICAL CHALLENGES
Bonded labourers are denied many of their rights as Afghan citizens, due to the explicit constraints
of their contracts and the implicit burden of their poverty. Contracts with brick kilns restrain the
mobility of workers to destinations approved by management, as kiln owners and jamadars fear the
workers may run out on their debt. Secondary and alternative employment opportunities are also
restricted for all members of the household, including grown‐up children living at home, until the
household debt is repaid. Although they are not restricted by the kiln owners, families are often
unable send their children to school due to the burden of poverty and debt.
The restricted rights of bonded labourers are directly linked with the vulnerability of their migratory
background; 98% of surveyed bonded labourers were once in exile in Pakistan, either legally or
illegally (Section 3.1). Before arriving in Pakistan, most of these households were subsistence
farmers that were poor but able to meet their needs; they had to leave behind their homes and land
due to conflict and insecurity. The precarious status of these displaced Afghans made them prime
targets for bonded labour.121
Although bonded labour is banned in Pakistan, it persists at a large scale.122 By accepting to
participate in this illegal system of employment, workers sacrifice certain rights in exchange for
employment and shelter. Irregular migrants are particularly vulnerable in this position as they are
illegally working in the country; several workers complained of police abuse and the threat of
deportation from Pakistan.
When they return to Afghanistan, these households should enjoy greater rights as citizens than they
did with a refugee or illegal migrant status in Pakistan; however, the brick making industry
120

Based on interview with UNHCR‐Jalalabad.
Although there are many returnees from Pakistan that are not bonded labourers, there are very few bonded labourers
that were not in exile in Pakistan.
122
The largest concentration of brick kilns in Pakistan are in Punjab province where there are an estimated 5,000 kilns.
(Source: ILO, 2004.)
121
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perpetuates the constraints and vulnerability they experienced while in exile. Families are recruited
directly from kilns in Pakistan to kilns in Afghanistan. This cross‐border recruitment of brick kiln
workers is currently not monitored. UNHCR picks up on several cases a month in the interviews it
randomly performs with returning households; however, the scale of this migratory flow is
unknown.
As a result of this cross‐border recruitment, the reintegration123 of these returnees and migrants in
Afghanistan is a failure. They live at their work site, isolated from the rest of the community. Their
mobility and employment options are restricted by the terms of their bondage. Their children are
unable to benefit from government‐provided education, and even health care services are difficult
to access, notably for those bonded labourers in Deh Sabz for whom the nearest clinic is often an
hour away. Debt bondage locks labourers into the position of second‐class citizen, which is then
transferred from one generation to the next.

5.5 BRIDGING POVERTY GAPS IN A TRANSITION CONTEXT
Faced with these challenges, eliminating child bonded labour in brick kilns is currently unrealistic in
Afghanistan, particularly in a context of transition in which greater responsibility is being handed
over to the GIRoA. Taking a cue from UNICEF’s pilot programme in Surkhroad, donors need to focus
on realistic, low‐cost means of relieving the burden of debt and dependence and improving the
living and working conditions of bonded labourers. Interventions should be coordinated with
government actors at both the national and provincial level.
5.5.1 OVERALL STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK
Addressing bonded labour in brick kilns requires a strategic framework that employs tools that are
tailored to the Afghan context, the capacity of the government and the particularities of the bonded
labour relationship.
National policies on child labour and bonded labour often focus on command measures, which
include restrictions or the prohibition of certain types of activities, as opposed to incentive‐based
policies that encourage individuals to change their activities.124 Such measures would likely be
ineffectual or unenforceable in Afghanistan, as has been the case in Pakistan.125 If applied,
restrictions or bans on child or bonded labour can actually make situations worse for the people
they are intended to help, unless they are accompanied with social programmes that provide
alternative means for households to meet their basic needs. Without alternative means of survival, a
ban only succeeds in lowering household income. As a consequence, “children may become more
likely to work, only in less easily prohibited ways.”126
Incentive measures, such as labour replacement and financial incentives, as well as poverty
alleviation programmes would be more suitable for the Afghan context. Programmes should
“acknowledge why children work and attempt to eliminate the household’s need for child labour
rather than simply trying to prevent children from working even if their household’s subsistence
depends on it.”127 Such measures should be designed keeping in mind the social and economic
context in Afghanistan, notably the anticipated slow‐down of the economy and shift toward a more
agrarian way of life.
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Reintegration is here defined as a process that should result in the disappearance of differences in legal rights and
duties between returnees and their compatriots and the equal access of returnees to services, productive assets and
opportunities”.
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Edmonds, Eric V. (2003), “Child Labour in South Asia,” OECD Social, Employment and Migration working paper no. 5.
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A ban on bonded labour in Pakistan has had little impact on the number of bonded labourers working in brick kilns. Kiln
owners maintain close relations with government officials and therefore, are rarely punished according to the ban’s
stipulations. (Source: ILO, 2004.)
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Edmonds, 2003.
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Ibid.
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Interventions should also take into account the particularities of the bonded labour relationship.
While the terms of debt bondage – notably controls on movement and employment opportunities –
create barriers for helping bonded labourers, the employer‐employee relationship has certain
elements that can be used to the advantage of improving conditions for child bonded labourers. For
example, because kiln owners pay by piece rate rather than by day and allow households to set their
own hours, they are quite open to the reduction of hours worked by children and the provision of
education on site.128
Keeping in mind these overarching elements, the following issues should also be addressed within
this strategic framework: access to credit and microfinance tools, the intergenerational aspect of
bonded labour, legal issues of land tenure, and the issue of migration.
5.5.2 MICROECONOMIC FACET
Credit lies at the heart of the bonded labour relationship, as advances and loans are the reason
households enter into situations of debt bondage. Without access to alternative means of credit,
families rely on internal assets (child labour) and agree to unfavourable terms of bonded labour (low
wages, lack of mobility, etc.). “Poor families in particular face enormous barriers to the acquisition of
debt, including uncertain future health and employment status and the large burden that servicing
such debts would place on limited incomes.”129
While they may be useful tools for preventing debt bondage, traditional microfinance products are
often inappropriate for bonded labourers, as they would simply transfer dependence to
microfinance institutions (MFIs). Bonded labourers are using loans for basic consumption needs, not
to start entrepreneurial activities. Already deep in debt, more loans for consumption, even if given
by a MFI, would not reduce the burden of debt for most bonded labourers. As a result, their
vulnerability and lack of entrepreneurial opportunities would keep them in the same cycles of
poverty and debt as bonded labour.
Nevertheless, there are some financial tools that, if combined with financial education and
counselling, could help families break the cycle of debt and dependence and help those vulnerable
to debt bondage avoid it altogether. Tools such as Self‐Help Groups (SHGs) or Community Based
Savings Groups (CBSGs), in addition to providing means of saving and borrowing, also create a social
safety net within the community. “Besides assistance in starting alternative livelihoods, households
vulnerable to bondage need financial services such as savings and emergency loans to smooth
income and expenses, manage risks, and possibly pay for social obligations – in essence, creating a
substitute or replacing the need for employer credit.”130
Additional strategies that are not focused on financial tools can also be useful in minimising the
burden of debt for bonded labourers. For example food for training or food for work programmes
build human capital while reducing the need for additional loans to meet basic needs. Initiatives
such as the World Food Programme’s food‐for‐training programmes, if implemented in the brick
kilns, would make significant headway in helping to reduce household dependence on child labour
and loans. Although food‐for‐training programmes can be criticized for destroying incentives for self‐
improvement, in the case of bonded labour, where both adults and children often cannot stop
working in order to feed their families, these types of programmes may be necessary for the
transition out of bonded labour. Such programmes combine humanitarian objectives of helping
families meet immediate needs and development objectives of building capacity for future
sustainability.
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5.5.3 SOCIAL FACET
Child bonded labour cannot be addressed without examining the poverty cycle of the whole family.
Driven to debt bondage by extreme poverty, households in brick kilns fall quickly into a “dynastic
trap,” which perpetuates poverty, child labour, and in this case, debt bondage across generations.131
In addition to the intergenerational transference of debt common to all South Asian brick kilns, child
bonded labour prohibits children from increasing their human capital through education. “A person
who supplies more labour and gets less education as a child will grow up to be poorer as an adult.
Following the logic of the basic model, this person’s child will also be sent to work, thereby
perpetuating child labour across generations.”132 The dynastic trap is clearly evident in the Afghan
brick kilns evaluated for this study; 64% of surveyed households have a family history in kilns of 11
or more years (Figure 5.2). As evidenced by the large number of 18 to 22‐year‐olds still bonded with
their parents in the kilns (Section 3.1), the cycle is unlikely to be broken any time soon without
intervention.
FIGURE 5.2. INTERGENERATIONAL HISTORY IN AFGHAN BRICK KILNS
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As the dynastic trap demonstrates, parents are not unwilling, but simply unable, in most cases, to
develop their children’s human capital by sending them to school. The value of school is perceived to
be too costly, as the loss of child labour decreases household income that is required for basic
needs. Therefore, the cycle of debt and poverty cannot be broken by simply improving access to
schools (Box 5.2).
Strategies to break the cycle of debt and poverty should focus on reducing household dependence
on child labour in the short run, in order to allow children to acquire the necessary human capital to
improve the household’s situation in the long run.133 If families are unable to break this cycle, it can
hinder economic development on a larger scale. With a largely low‐skilled, illiterate population,
Afghanistan, cyclical poverty and the development of human capital are national challenges that
extend beyond the brick kilns.
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BOX 5.1. INTERGENERATIONAL TRANSFERENCE OF THE CYCLE OF ACCEPTANCE
Despite unemployment and poverty, the locals in Deh Sabz refuse to work as brick makers. The work
is simply too hard for such low wages. Why do the workers from Nangarhar do it? Kiln owners say
they are “professionals,” having learned the trade while in exile in Pakistan.134 As labourers begin
work as early as 5‐years‐old, one could hardly qualify brick making as professional in the sense that it
is skilled. What the kiln owners are alluding to is the fact that the brick makers from Nangarhar can
handle the work; they are not physically stronger or hardier than the people of Deh Sabz, but they
have accepted the burden of performing physically demanding activities for 70‐80 hours a week for
little pay and a one room shelter. This psychological construct is passed from parents to children,
creating a cycle of acceptance that mirrors intergenerational transference of debt.

BOX 5.2. WHICH CAME FIRST: SUPPLY OR DEMAND FOR EDUCATION?
Based on interview with Eric V. Edmonds, Associate Professor, Department of Economics at
Dartmouth College, Institute for the Study of Labor (IZA), and the National Bureau of Economic
Research
“Many people assume, notably those working in education, that a lack of education is due to a
problem of supply. Poor performance or lack of attendance is blamed on school inputs. There is a
long history of focusing on how to build more and better schools, but what is forgotten is that
people need to see value in this education, and perceive it to be a value that they can afford. Having
schools, and good schools, is a necessary condition for education. But if we do not pay attention to
the issues associated with the costs of going to school, we run the risk of having a lot of empty
schools or schools filled with kids who do not have the capacity to do well in them.
In the history of the United States and United Kingdom, a growth in schools and school attendance
occurred with the decline of children’s competitiveness in agriculture and mills. The assumption
tends to be that the increase in schools led to more education, but the demand to build more
schools came about because other options declined substantially in value. Thinking about the
provision of education as only a matter of supply is a very narrow perspective that does not have
much historical backing.”

5.5.4 LEGAL FACET
Debt bondage is entrenched in Afghan kilns in large part due to the reduced access to land and
shelter. Bonded labourers depend on their employers to provide shelter; this dependence limits
their options to live and work elsewhere as most would be unable to secure land and shelter on
their own. Access to land, whether to rent or own, is essential for issues of shelter and subsistence
(e.g. food production, economic activity). Besides encouraging investments and improvements and
investments in the land and shelter, “they can also enable people to access public services and
sources of credit.”135
Bonded labourers face three main issues regarding access to land and shelter. First, some bonded
labourers found their land or dwellings had been taken over in their absence. Second, for those who
have reclaimed their land, environmental degradation has made it much more difficult to make a
living off of land that has not been properly cared for. Third, renting land to farm is more risky than
it used to be, given the influx of inexpensive goods from neighbouring countries.
Reclaiming land or getting new land is extremely complicated. Despite the establishment of formal
judicial structures for dealing with land tenure issues, “90% of Afghans rely solely on customary
law,” which runs parallel to formal law. Customary law severely restricts the growth of the land sales
134
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market, as it requires “landowners wishing to sell their land to offer it first to their heirs and second
to the neighbours. Only after both groups pass on their right of first refusal can the owner offer the
land on the open market.”136
With more than 2.4 million people living in informal settlements in Kabul alone, the question of
access to land and housing has become a key development challenge in the country.137 Land tenure
security can be defined as confidence that one’s rights over land will not be arbitrarily removed and
that others will recognize these rights and protect them.138 The insecurity of Afghan land tenure in
rural areas can be attributed to several reasons:
i)

“A history of inequitable relations within communities with regard to access and rights to
land and water;
ii) Multiple unresolved interests over the same land, including rights of nomads;
iii) Failure to develop accepted principles governing holdings of non‐agricultural land; and
iv) Continuing violence and disorder, uncontrolled poppy production, warlordism, land
invasions, and ethnic disputes.”139
Land tenure issues, while difficult for many Afghans, are particularly problematic for returnees.
Upon return to Afghanistan, former land owners often found their land or dwellings had been taken
over in their absence. Reclaiming land or getting new land is extremely complicated. Despite the
establishment of formal judicial structures for dealing with land tenure issues, “90% of Afghans rely
solely on customary law,” which runs parallel to formal law. Customary law severely restricts the
growth of the land sales market, as it requires “landowners wishing to sell their land to offer it first
to their heirs and second to the neighbours. Only after both groups pass on their right of first refusal
can the owner offer the land on the open market.”140
In order to break the cycle of dependence, bonded labourers need help acquiring access to land
which they can use both as a source of shelter and subsistence. Our research has shown that most
bonded labourers are historically and traditionally from families that have survived on agriculture as
their main livelihood strategy. Migration changed this pattern with a shift to the brick industry;
however, these families, for the most part originating from the eastern provinces, either have land
available to them in their area of origin, for which they may have lost their deed.
A first step would then be to target these households by providing them with information and legal
counselling services. The Norwegian Refugee Council (NRC) has developed and implemented a
programme to address the legal needs of returnees in Afghanistan through its Information,
Counselling and Legal Assistance (ICLA) Program. Its offices on both sides of the border – in Pakistan
and in Afghanistan – have allowed the NGO to factor in the weight of migration in problems of land
access and land tenure security. A cooperation between ILO and NRC could therefore ensure that
bonded labourers are informed of their rights and can redeem their land – which they would then be
able to use for subsistence and to generate an income, thus offering them a more viable solution
than the brick work and debt cycle they are nurturing in this industry.
5.5.5 POLITICAL FACET
The challenge of bonded labour relates to broader national policy priorities and to an evolving
context of transition that will lead to increased economic and social vulnerability for the population
of concern in this study. However, the problem reaches beyond the national boundaries of
Afghanistan: it is a regional challenge, as it often begins with vulnerabilities and exploitative work
conditions in Pakistan, creating a cycle of debt and dependency that extends to the return migration
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of these households. As a result, the regional dimension (Pakistan/Afghanistan) is key to unpacking
the political issues at the heart of the brick kiln industry and of the practice of bonded labour.
Intermediaries – in this case, recruiters or jamadars – are, as illustrated in this study, key actors that
facilitate and sometimes drive return migration across the Pakistani/Afghan divide. They provide
information, extend services, and financial and in‐kind incentives for families to return when return
would otherwise be too costly. Despite the value, their intervention comes at a cost for migrants,
from the coercive measures to lack of freedom to seek other types of employment, sometimes up to
one year. There is room for policy makers and stakeholders to act on these intermediaries and
enable them to have a more positive influence on migrants’ lives and work choices. This can be done
in part by providing a framework that offers more information, access and employment
opportunities to refugees and migrants willing to return home, voluntarily. Ensuring that return is
voluntary and dignified is the first step; second is ensuring that these families have a chance to break
out of their dependence on brick work. Parallel efforts will necessarily have to be centred on the
monitoring of these intermediary agents, and drafting migration policies that reflect the realities on
the ground.
Part of this reality links back to the politics of the Durand line and the porous and unofficial border
dividing Afghanistan and Pakistan. Careful negotiations on the regional dimension will be key for
agencies such as ILO, UNHCR, IOM or NRC to improve their understanding, and actions on, the
dynamics of the brick industry. This will require to first recognise the important role fulfilled by these
intermediaries, while ensuring that the conditions of work are deemed to be satisfactory in proper
human rights terms. However, these agencies can step in and provide some of the role played by
intermediaries until now: organizations with presence on both sides of the border can play a critical
role in sharing information about places of origin, transit and destination, and helping migrants
expand their range of choice. It will be a matter of seeing how intermediaries can become “agents of
development”141.
There are different options to limit the control of intermediaries and brick kiln owners on the
bonded labourers. This can be dealt with using i) regulation, ii) border control, iii) employer‐led
changes, and iv) cross‐border initiatives. Given the difficulty of enforcing regulation or border
control between Pakistan and Afghanistan, the last option – cross‐border initiatives – holds more of
a promise. This is where international and national organisations with a regional scope have a role to
play. Both UNHCR, IOM and NRC have a solid representation on both sides of the border that will
allow them to focus on bonded labour as early as Pakistan, providing information and counselling in
Pakistan, while following up on return patters in Afghanistan through the country‐specific desk
offices. For the moment, information on border crossing, jobs and credit142 comes through the
migrants’ own networks – which always includes the jamadars. This can be reversed if ILO pairs up
with UNHCR, IOM or NRC to tailor specific cross‐border programmes to accompany returning
families.
Finally, the monitoring of this return migration and economic migration to brick kilns is needed if ILO
wants to critically and accurately capture the realities of the ground. Beyond its direct help to
beneficiaries, monitoring and evaluation will ensure that information is made available and shared
between stakeholders. For the moment, data on migration and bonded labour in Afghanistan is
lacking; UNHCR might release numbers that will remain inaccurate if the monitoring mechanisms are
not adapted to the specific challenges and vulnerabilities identified in bonded labour situations. An
exercise in monitoring will need not only to address the regional dimension but also the local
dynamics of bonded labour, tracking the link between migration and bonded labour, as well as
tracing the movements of bonded labour in and out of brick kiln and bonded labour situations. This
141
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study is a first attempt at monitoring the trends; however, more systematic monitoring efforts will
need to be implemented to measure these trends in a more dynamic and interactive manner to be
able to put forth numbers that will inform governments’, donors’ and organisations’ policy decisions.

5.6 AREAS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Each question answered in this report seemed to invite several more. Here are is a brief list of topics
related to bonded labour that we feel would be interesting areas for other researchers:
•
•
•
•
•
•

An economic analysis of the impact of forced / bonded labour on GDP in Afghanistan
An economic study of forced / bonded labour in the construction sector in Afghanistan
An economic assessment of migration and forced labour in Afghanistan
A study of the links between bonded labour and land tenure security
Impact of gender segregation on bonded labour dynamics across South Asia
Investigation of bonded labour in other sectors in Afghanistan
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6 CONCLUSION
What this report has demonstrated is that the problem with bonded labour lies not only in the
conditions endured by bonded labourers on a daily basis. Rather, this issue merits attention because
of the cycles perpetuated by this labour relationship of bondage and servitude.
Cycle of debt: The most obvious cycle is that of debt. With intergenerational transference of debt,
children have no choice but to follow in the footsteps of their parents. At the same time, basic
poverty issues and subsistence needs force families to take loan after loan, often paying for their
winter’s food with a loan that they spend an entire season paying back.
Cycle of vulnerability: Families in brick kilns fell into debt to meet basic needs when seeking refuge
in Pakistan. The vulnerability these households experienced as migrants is perpetuated by the
exploitation of the brick kiln industry to the point that families, upon return to Afghanistan, have
little chance of reintegration – defined as a process that should result in the disappearance of
differences in legal rights and duties between returnees and their compatriots and the equal access
of returnees to services, productive assets and opportunities.
Cycle of dependence: Bonded labourers depend on their employers for shelter as well as their
livelihoods. With little access to land or shelter due to their migratory background and their lack of
land tenure security, households are bound to their employers not only by the terms of their
contracts but also by the fact that they cannot obtain shelter by other means. They are therefore
dependent on employers at the most basic level: to provide for a roof for their families, which acts
as a big incentive and also a form of implicit coercion. The most extreme and widely cited penalty
these bonded labourers can be subject to is the loss of their shelter.
Cycle of poverty: Faced with the challenge of meeting basic subsistence needs, the cost of
education, in terms of lost income from child labour, is too high for most families. Due to this lack of
investment in human capital, child bonded labourers do not acquire the necessary skills to break the
cycle of poverty and repeat the same cycle with their children as adults; the same is true with adults
who have no access to any skills development or training beyond the work that they have been
repeating each work season. As a result the cycle of illiteracy and lack of skills ties into the cycle of
poverty, debt, vulnerability and dependence.
From what we have learned about the low‐margin brick industry, these cycles will not be solved on
their own through economic growth and development, and given the projected contraction in the
construction sector, conditions will likely get much worse. Therefore, eliminating child bonded
labour in brick kilns is currently unrealistic in Afghanistan, particularly in the current context of
transition. Donors need to focus on realistic, low‐cost means of relieving the burden of debt and
dependence and improving the living and working conditions of bonded labourers. Interventions
should be coordinated with government actors at both the national and provincial level.
The authors of this report suggest the creation of coordination network, under ILO leadership, that
will meet first to discuss the findings and recommendations of this report, and second that will
coordinate targeted partnerships and mainstreaming of bonded labour in each organisation’s overall
programming strategy. Chapter 5 has illustrated the link between the issue of bonded labour and
broader national policy priorities to illustrate the fact that bonded labour in brick kiln touches upon
all the different facets of humanitarian and development work. No one organisation can address the
multitude of issues associated with bonded labour; intervening in an uncoordinated fashion could do
more harm than good. Donors should coordinate and consult closely with UNICEF, as it is currently
the only actor currently working with bonded labourers in the field in Afghanistan. UNICEF’s pilot
project in Surkhroad district has laid groundwork that will be invaluable for interventions from other
donors.
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7 ANNEXES
7.1 CASE STUDY: BRICK KILN IN DEH SABZ
The following is a collection of interviews with child workers, households, employers and recruiters
in Deh Sabz. The interviews for this case study were conducted on 6 October 2011.
FAMILY 1:
Sima’s mother, Kookoo Khanom, is a 35‐year old mother of six. Their family is originally from
Jalalabad, and after 15 years of exile in Pakistan, returned to work in brick kilns in Afghanistan. Three
of her daughters – Sima, Basmina and Negina, work alongside their father, the head of household, in
the brick kiln. They are finishing the work season in Deh Sabz, Kabul province, before heading back
east at the end of October.
A typical day in the kilns. Eleven‐year old Sima works six days a week. Her 13‐hour shift begins at 4
am and she takes a 2‐hour break during the day for lunch and tea. She has worked for five years in
brick kilns, and three years in this specific kiln. Sima is illiterate and has never attended school. In
Deh Sabz, none of the children appear to be attending school. A teacher came for 3 days about 5
months ago, but has not returned since.
The majority of the girls’ time is spent working alongside their father in the kiln. Sima explained how
they all worked: her father prepares the clay; her 5‐year old sister Negina makes balls out of the clay
which she rolls to Sima and 10‐year old Basmina; Sima and Basmina pat the balls of clay into the
brick moulds and flip the moulds over, leaving a neat line of unbaked bricks behind them. With their
father, they earn about 2,500 AFA (52 USD) every week. Her family produces 2,000 bricks on average
every day, of which Sima is responsible for about 600.
After work hours, Sima goes back home and helps around the house, fetching water, taking care of
her younger siblings, and helping to prepare the meals. She did not complain about the recruiter or
the employer, saying that there is no violence or punishment in the kiln. Her only complaint was that
she is very tired.
A family‐based livelihoods strategy that includes young girls. They are 8 people in their household,
which includes the mother, father, 6 daughters, and 1 son. “We can allow our girls to work until they
become adolescents. Then, we marry them so that they can start their own family,” explained
Kookoo Khanom. The eldest daughter stopped working in the kiln about 2 years ago when she was
married off at the age of 15 to someone from their community. She had worked in brick factories for
about 8 years. She still lives and travels with her parents and siblings, and her husband works in the
same kiln.
The other children are between 2 to 11 years old. The three oldest daughters (11, 10 and 5 years
old) work in the brick kiln, with their father. When they returned to their homeland from Pakistan in
2001, her husband did not have any other skills. He began working in the brick kiln alone, but
eventually took along the eldest daughter for assistance. With time, more of the girls in the family
were brought into the kiln to help make bricks.
The only son (age 7) is not forced to work for reasons that are not quite clear. As the only boy, he
holds a revered position in the family; the family claims he is too rambunctious and cannot focus in
the kilns. Therefore, his younger sister works while he stays at home.
Brickwork – a legacy from exile in Pakistan. This is the second generation of their family to work in
the brick sector. Their legacy of brickmaking began about 20 years ago in the Peshawar District of
Pakistan, where the head of household first learned brickwork. Kookoo Khanom’s brothers also
worked in brick kilns there. The system set up in Pakistan involved the provision of loans, shelter,
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water and electricity by the kiln owners; the same system has been replicated in Afghanistan. In Deh
Sabz, they have electricity, and generators, that provide them with light until 10pm.
Health hazards: some common visible, and less visible, trends. Kookoo Khanom’s daughters get sick
often with respiratory problems, evidenced by their persistent coughs, and with reports of malaria.
As for the head of household, “at times, his blood pressure drops, and he falls to the ground. He is
quite old, he is a ‘white beard,’ I would say about 60 years of age. He never complains but I know his
back and legs hurt him at night, and he does not sleep! As for my daughters, I am worried about
Sima; she has become very quiet in the past few months.”
Loans. “We have 20,000 AFA (420 USD) in loans from this employer. The season will be over in two
weeks and we have not paid him back yet, but we will. I am not worried. Either we will have saved
enough money, or we will take another loan to pay this debt. We received this loan before coming
to the kiln, to help us pay for our transportation from Jalalabad. At the end of the season, it is
expected that we pay back the recruiter. But we also have other loans in Jalalabad: about 30,000‐
35,000 AFA (630‐735 USD) from relatives, which we borrowed last winter.”
Wages. “We get along well with the recruiter. He has been honest and forthright. He leaves it up to
us to decide how many bricks we make per day; there is an assistant who comes to check and count
the number of bricks at the end of each day. They then pay us every week. In seven months, we
have earned 56,000 AFA (1,049 USD), of which we have to pay back 20,000 (420 USD) and use the
rest for our daily expenses. But we will have to borrow more to cover our winter months.” Although
they are satisfied with receiving 350 AFA (7.35 USD) per 1,000 bricks made, they complained that
they never get out of debt.
Social life in the kilns. When asked how many families live and work in the kiln, Kookoo Khanom and
her children were incapable of estimating, not because of the numbers, but mainly because they had
no sense of who else lived outside of the walls of their home. “We don’t know because we don’t
leave home to socialize with other families. I know who our neighbours are, but that is it.” Kookoo
Khanom complains because other families are better off, as they have elder sons to help them earn
more money; “I just have my 7‐year old son and a 60‐year old husband, which leaves us quite worse
off compared to others in the community. Our situation is getting increasingly difficult as my
husband is getting older. My husband doesn’t even have enough money to keep an active SIM card;
we no longer have a phone.”
Post‐season plans – moving back “home.” “In a week, right before Eid, our work will be done in the
kiln and we will go back to Jalalabad. We do not have any concrete plans for our return. We might
need money for the return travel, in which case we will ask the recruiter to lend us some money.
Otherwise, my husband will look for daily jobs in Jalalabad. We will see, but I do not think that we
will work in the kilns this winter.”
FAMILY 2:
Simingol is 12 years old, and the fourth of 6 children. She is smiling and says that what she likes
about her life is that “we all do the same work, whether we are boys or girls, and we work together.
My father is sick, he has an ulcer, so we are all working now.” She works from 4 am to 3 pm every
day except Fridays, and half days on Thursdays. She remembers their home in Batia, Pakistan, which
was destroyed because of a landslide and floods two years ago. That is when the family returned to
Afghanistan.
Khesht zadan, maktabe mast!143 Simingol has no time to go to school. “Making bricks is our
education!” She started working in brick kilns in Pakistan, where her family lived and worked for 20
years. She worked for 2 seasons there, before leaving and working another 4 seasons of brickwork in
Deh Sabz. Each season in Deh Sabz lasts 7 months due to the cold winter climate. Every day she
143
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makes between 600 and 700 bricks, and the family altogether makes about 2,500 bricks on good
days.
Lack of savings and loans. Simingol’s mother, Nikbibi, explains that they started taking loans initially
to pay for incidents such as deaths in the family. She lost one of her children a few years ago. Since
they never had any savings, they are forced to take out more loans if anything happens to them.
Now that her husband is sick, they are getting into more debt. “We now have about 2,000 AFA (42
USD) in expenses per week, and an income of about 2‐2,500 AFA (42‐52 USD) a week. If we get sick
then we have no choice but to ask more money from the recruiter to pay for the medication and
visits to the doctor.”
“I do not know how many loans we have taken these past years. We are permanently in debt, with
so many loans that I have stopped counting. We get money from one person, then from a second
person to pay the first person, then a third person, and the list goes on”.
Bonded labour, not forced labour. “No one forces us to work in the kiln. The worse that can happen
if we cannot pay is that he (the kiln owner) kicks us out of this shelter. The recruiter does not force
us to work more; if we work more it is better for us because we earn more money. We put the
pressure on ourselves. It is up to every family to decide whether to work more or less. So we
determine our own schedule.” Their life evolves around their family’s work and their neighbours.
They do not have much of a social life, and do not know more than seven of the households living
around them. Men have gatherings weekly; but women only meet up occasionally.
Future plans. Simingol does not want to get married in a few years. She says that being married is as
much work: “I will be working in the home and will be locked inside the home”. Her sister got
married a few years ago and she does not envy her life. She also says there is nothing good about
working in the kilns. Simingol anticipates that will continue to do this work for many more years to
come.
EMPLOYER
Abdul Samed, 30 years old, is the owner of 20 jeribs (4 hectares) of land on which he operates a
brick kiln. His family used to rent the land through 10‐year contracts, but 3.5 years ago, when Abdul
was ready to run his own business, the family helped purchase the land for Abdul to use for his
operations. Most brick kiln owners do not own their own land but rather rent the land for their kilns.
He explained that his land could be rented out for 20,000 AFA (420 USD) per jerib, totalling 400,000
AFA (8395 USD) per month. Although he could make money as a landowner, he prefers to run the
brick kiln himself for now.
The price Abdul quotes for the price to rent his land is quite high compared to what other kiln
owners are paying in the area; however, as the kiln owners often lock in their prices for 10‐year
periods, it is possible that the current price for new leases has gone up.
The main customers of this kiln are people who purchase bricks for private construction projects, to
build their own homes for the most part. He has not seen any military, whether afghan or
international forces, coming here nor is he in contact with construction companies.
Production, revenue and profit margin. This kiln produces, per month and on average, 850,000
bricks; it can range anywhere between 600,000 to 850,000 bricks per month, at a rate of 2 AFA (0.04
USD) per brick. The maximum average revenue can reach is 1,700,000 (36,677 USD). Abdul
estimated that his profit margin ranged from 25‐40% depending on the workforce; however, this
calculation is exceptionally high considering the notoriously low profit margins of the brick kiln
industries. It can be attributed to the fact that Abdul owns his own land, which costs most brick kiln
owners 12,000‐15,000 AFA (252‐315 USD) per month per jerib. For 20 jeribs, Abdul would be
spending 240,000‐300,000 AFA (5,037‐6,296 USD) per month on land rent.
Abdul currently has 22 families working for him, with up to 100 child and adult workers in total. “If
we don’t sell all our production every month, it is better for us; then we store the bricks and sell
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them in the ‘off‐season’ when the rates go up. We have storage space and can keep them stored for
10 years if we want to. In the spring, when new construction projects start, then we can sell the
same brick for 1.5 times the price.”
Rise in the price of charcoal affecting profit margins. This year, he expects to have a lower profit
margin with the rise in the price of coal. It has become very expensive for the brick kiln owners, each
ton of coal costing anywhere between 5,400 to 6,600 AFA (113‐139 USD).
Brick maker wages. “In Deh Sabz, every kiln is free to set its own brick price for brick makers. In
Surkhroad, it is determined collectively; they usually agree on 200 or 250 AFA per 1,000 bricks. Here,
it depends first on the type of brick – either it is made in a one‐brick mould (Sancha) or four‐brick
mould (Ghalebi). The Sancha is of higher quality and more expensive; the Ghalebi is 50 AFA cheaper
as the production is higher.”
Traffic fees and bribes. “Everyday, we have trucks transporting our bricks to neighbouring
communities or to the city. Traffic agents take a fee from every truck, with at least 100 AFA a day per
truck, with 5 to 10 trucks going out every day. Some of the fees are even illegal; we have complained
to the municipality and to the district governor, but no one seems to be doing anything about it!”
The role of the “jamedar,” the recruiter. Abdul relies on recruiters to hire families, disburse advance
loans, count the number of working age people in the family to estimate the potential production
capacity, and supervise the workers so that none of them go to work elsewhere once they have
been recruited. “The recruiter usually hires people with whom he has worked in the past; They are
either his relatives or from the same ethnic group or community, so that he can track what they do
and exert some pressure on them if they do not pay back their loans. But that happens very rarely.
He is responsible for the money loaned to the families, which I give him at the beginning of every
year. The amount of loan depends on the capacity of each family to work and on the expected
production level (numbers of bricks).”
Contracts. “The agreement is that families have to work the entire season – about 7 months.
Families know that they cannot work elsewhere during this time. The families decide themselves on
what hours they want to work each day. Whether or not they decide to work day or night shifts
mainly depends on the weather. If it is warm, they prefer to work at night. There is no weekly fixed
amount or instalment schedule to repay the loans. Every Thursday, my assistant calculates the
overall numbers produces, we pay them their fee, and the recruiter gets his cut. It is up to the
families to decide when they want to repay their debt. All in all, families are happy because they
have a stable source of income for 7 months. They know how much they will earn as the price is
fixed, and they are given shelter, water, and electricity close to their workplace. On the negative
side, they only earn enough to feed their families and pay their loans, they end up taking new loans
regularly, especially to pay for unexpected incidents or for their winter consumption.”
On the cycle of debt. “99% of the families have loans before coming here. There is no disadvantage
for me to give advances to the families. It helps me estimate the number of workers I will have for
the year, and it means that the families will not be able to cancel out their commitment. They have
to work for me. We also know that being in debt will make them work harder than others. It is
entirely beneficial for us, no disadvantage. If one family does not work well or does not produce
enough, we can always get another family to replace them, or in addition to them. We can fit up to
40 families here, and we currently have 22. The numbers are now low because we are nearing the
end of the season; some have left already. Those who were able to repay their debts have left; they
pay earlier and leave earlier. Once they have paid back what they owe the recruiter, they are free to
leave.”
On health hazards. “Injuries are rare. Those who work with donkey carts can fall from their carts
and donkeys. Otherwise, there are no other risks besides the usual leg and back pains, malaria and
chicken pox. If they fall ill, it is their own responsibility to get treatment. “
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Future plans? “I am not very hopeful. Our profit margins are decreasing. The Japanese want to
create a new city here over the next 15 years. If you look at Bagrami, the kilns there no longer work
because all around it are new homes and residential areas. The government has restricted and
forbidden buying and selling of land here, but people still do it amongst themselves. If they decide to
make a new residential area here, what work will all these people have? In each bati (kiln), there are
about 200 workers. There are maybe 800 to 900 batis in Deh Sabz. That means a lot of people will be
left with no job as they have no other skill.”
No union in Deh Sabz. Surkhroad has a union, but not Kabul. “In Kabul province, each kiln owner
uses his own strength. Here, we need employees, so we are good to them and pay them better. In
Jalalabad, they complain that their workers leave to work in Kabul in the spring and summer. But it is
a competition, and that is how the market works.”
THE RECRUITER
Family backgrounds. “I know all of the families that I have hired. They are all from one tribe, and
one community. I know who they are and where they are from. They have years of experience
working in kilns, sometimes 10, 20, and even up to 30 years. We hire the best. They learned this
work in Pakistan. For the most part, they were farmers in Afghanistan, had lands or worked on other
people’s lands. With the war, they left to Pakistan where they had no other option but to work in
brick kilns. I used to work there myself in a kiln at the age of 14, where I earned 25 kaldar (0.29 USD)
for every 1,000 bricks!”
“Some of those we hire, a small number, come directly from Pakistan. We pay for their
transportation back from Pakistan, and hire them on a 1‐year contract. If they leave before, then
they have to pay us back for the transportation. So, I go to Pakistan from time to time to see if
families want to return and come to work in Kabul.”
“The families that work here all have homes in Jalalabad that they go back to after the season in
Kabul. Most will not continue to work, besides daily jobs. Some have land to cultivate, so they take a
few months to take care of that. They work in Kabul for 7 months, starting around the Persian New
Year (from March‐October, or April‐November).”
“Some end their contracts after 3 months, they pay their dues and loans, and leave. It is bad for us
because we have to replace them; if there is a big slack then it becomes a problem. But in general,
things run smoothly. It is easier to recruit for Deh Sabz than Surkh road because the salaries here are
higher and the working season is limited to 7 months. In Jalalabad, there is no season. The brick kilns
are active year‐round, for 12 months.”
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7.3 HOUSEHOLD QUESTIONNAIRE
1. Yes
2. No (END INTERVIEW – SELECT OTHER RESPONDENT)
A. Phone Number: ___ ___ ___ ___ ‐ ___ ___ ___ ‐ ___ ___ ___
B. Contact name: ________________________
C. Address

Filter question:
(18 and above): Are you able and willing to provide responses for the
household portion of the survey, or, willing for us to speak to an adult
member of your household for this purpose?
(17 and below): Are you able and willing for us to speak to an adult
member of your family for the household portion of the survey?
No.
D
E
F
G

Question
Interviewer name (Code between 1 and 07)
Date of interview
District

Answers
___ ___
1.

Sorkhrod

2. Deh Sabz

Gender of interviewee

1.

Male

2. Female

WORKER PERSONAL PROFILE
1.
Age
2.
Ethnicity Do not prompt: One answer
3.
Can you both read and write? Do not prompt: One answer
4.
If yes, what is the highest education grade you have
achieved?
Do not prompt: One answer

5.

CHILDREN ONLY (17 and below): Do you currently attend
school? Do not prompt: one answer

6.

If YES, how many days per week and hours per day do you
attend class? Do not prompt: One answer/ line
If NO, what is the main reason why not?

7.

Do not prompt: One answer

___ ___
1. Yes

Informal education
Up to class five
Through grades 5‐8
Some high school
High School diploma
6. Other [specify]: _________________________
1. Yes
2. No (SKIP TO Q7)
‐1. Not applicable – respondent is adult (SKIP TO Q8)
a. No. Days/week
b. No. Hours/day
___ ___
___ ___(SKIP TO Q8)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
DESCRIPTION OF WORK
8.
What is your main task at the brick kiln?
Do not prompt: Multiple answers possible

9.

Have you suffered any serious injury or illness due to your
work in the brick kiln?
Prompt: Multiple answers possible

10.

a. How long have you worked at this brick kiln?
b. How long have you worked at brick kilns in total?
Do not prompt: One answer per line (MONTHS)

2. No (SKIP TO Q5)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

My employer doesn’t allow it
My family doesn’t allow it
School too expensive
School too far away
I need to help my family financially
I don’t want to study
Other [Specify] ___________________________

1. Brick maker (prepares clay, moulds bricks)
2. Carries water for brick preparation
3. Transport and/or stack bricks
4. Kiln operator
5. Load bricks for customers
6. Other (Specify) __________________________
1. Respiratory illness/cough
2. Fever
3. Headache
4. Seasonal illness
5. Skin irritation or allergy
6. Body pains/injuries
7. Broken bones: Specify: ________
8. Serious burns to skin
9. Other [Specify] _____________________________
For calculation purposes
a. Total
a. ________ Years ______ Months
b. ________ Years ______Months
b. Total

___ ___
___ ___

11.

a. How many days do you work per week?
a.
___
b. How many nights do you work per week? Do not prompt: One answer per line
b.
___
b. Sun
c. Mon
d. Tues
e. Wed
f. Thurs
g. Fri
h. Total
12. How many hours did you work per day/night in a. Sat
the previous week (a‐g)? Total for week (h)?
Explain definition: Break time is time that you have for yourself to rest, eat or do other leisure activities during a work shift
___ ___ ___
13. How much break time do you get per day? (minutes) Do not prompt: One answer only
__ __
(If 12, SKIP TO Q16)
14. How many months per year do you work at a brick kiln? Do not prompt: One answer only
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15.

16.

17.
18.

19.

20.

1. Skilled labour: Sector _________ Activity: __________
2. Unskilled labour: Sector ________ Activity: _________
3. None, I don’t work the rest of the year
Prompt: One answer only
4. Other: Specify: __________
1. Fully in cash
How are you paid at the brick kiln?
2. Fully in kind (SKIP TO Q18)
Prompt: One answer only
3. Both in cash and in kind
4. Other (Specify) ________________
____________ per 1000 bricks
How much are you paid in cash for your work? Do not prompt: One answer only, AFA
1. Shelter
What in‐kind payments do you receive?
2. Food
Prompt: multiple answers possible
3. Water
4. Electricity
5. Home supplies (bedding, furniture, etc.)
6. Other [specify] _____________________
‐1 Not applicable, answered 1 (in cash) in Q16
1. __________
How much is deducted from your salary per month 1. Payment against advance/debt
2. Commission to recruiter
2. __________
for the following:
3. Payment to other kiln workers
3. __________
Prompt: multiple answers possible, AFA
4. Fee for broken bricks
4. __________
5. Deductions for equipment
5. __________
6. Accommodation
6. __________
7. None
7. __________
8. Other [specify] _____________
8. __________
a.
Alone
__________
a. How many bricks do you make per day?

When you are not working at the brick kiln, what is
your main income generating activity?

b. Including your bricks, how many does your family make? Prompt: One answer per line
RECRUITMENT & DEBT
21. Who recruited you to work at the kiln?

b.

Family

__________

22.
23.

Kiln owner
Recruiter
Family member
Not recruited/ came to look for job
5. Other (Specify) _____________
1.YES 2. NO (SKIP TO Q30)
Are you working to pay off a debt? Do not prompt: One answer
Is the debt you are working to pay back personal debt or the debt of 1.Personal debt 2.Family member’s debt 3.Other (Specify) ______

24.

a family member? Prompt: One answer
What were the reasons for this loan?

Do not prompt: One answer

Do not prompt: Multiple answers

1.
2.
3.
4.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Wedding
Funeral
Illness/medical expense
Shelter
Basic necessities
To pay for migration of a family member. Destination: __________
Other [Specify] ____________________
I don’t know
Kiln owner
Recruiter
Other [specify] _______________
I don’t know

25.

To whom do you (or your family) owe this
advance?
Prompt: One answer

26.

a. Loan amount (AFA)
b. Repaid amount (AFA)
c. Current amount (AFA)
How many months ago did you or your family take the advance? Do not prompt: one answer, 99=don’t know
How long do you think you will have to work to 1. 1‐6 months
2. 7‐12 months
repay the debt?
3. 1‐2 years
Do not prompt: one answer
4. 3‐5 years
5. +5 years
6. I don’t know
7. Other [Specify] ______________________
If you (or your family) do not repay your 1. Verbal abuse
advance/loan or if your payment is late, do you 2. Fees or increased interest
3. Increased amount of work
face any punishment?
4. Food or water withheld
Prompt: multiple answers possible
5. Physical violence
6. Other [Specify] __________________
7. No punishment
8. I don’t know

Loan/advance details

Prompt: One answer per line

27.
28.

29.
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COERCION
30. Do you need to request permission from the employer, manager or other kiln worker to
leave the kiln site? Do not prompt: one answer
31. If you had a better job somewhere else, could you leave your current job, if you continue to
pay your debt? Do not prompt: one answer
32.

1. Yes
2. No
1. Yes (SKIP TO Q33)
2. No
3. I don’t know (SKIP TO Q33)

1. Employer forbids it by use of force
2. Employer forbids due to loan unpaid
3. Dependence on employer for shelter
4. Dependence on employer for food and/or water
5. Dependence on employer for services (health care, education, etc.)
6. Other [Specify] ____________________________
1. Yes 2. No 3. I don’t know
Are you or your family members allowed to engage in a secondary employment with

If NO, why not?

Prompt: multiple answers possible prompt: One answer

33.

another employer? Do not prompt: one answer
LIVING CONDITIONS
34. Where do you live now?
Prompt: one answer

35.
36.

37.

5.
Do you live with your family? Prompt: one answer
1.
What is the main mode of contact with your
2.
family? Prompt: one answer

CHILDREN ONLY (17 and below): How do you
spend your free time?
Prompt: multiple answers possible

38.

Which of the following services does your
work/employer provide access to?
Prompt: multiple answers possible

PERCEPTIONS & EXPECTATIONS
39. How would you rate the work conditions for
children in this kiln? Prompt: one answer
40. Do you think children at this kiln are exposed
to possible violence (verbal or physical)?
Prompt: one answer

41.

Which persons treat the children with
violence at this kiln?
Prompt: multiple answers possible

42.
43.

1.
2.
3.
4.

How would you rate the work conditions for
adults in this kiln? Prompt: one answer
What do you think you will be doing in 3
years? Do not prompt: multiple answers possible

3.
4.
5.
6.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
‐1.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Shelter provided by employer
Owned home
Rented house
Home of relatives
Other [Specify] _______________________
1. Yes (SKIP TO Q37)
No contact
Go to visit my family in person: How often: ___________
Phone contact: How often: ___________
Letter writing: How often: ___________
Contact through relatives: How often: ___________
Other [Specify] __________________
Housework
Play games
Rest/sleep
Talk to friends
Read / Study for school
Listen to radio/watch TV
Other [Specify] ____________________
Do not have free time
Not applicable – the respondent is 18 or older
Access to food
Access to safe drinking water
Access to health services
Access to electricity
Access to transportation
Access to schools
Other: Specify: ______________
None

1.

1.Very good 2. Good 3. Average 4. Poor 5. Very poor 6. No opinion

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
1.

Yes, verbal abuse
Yes, physical abuse
Yes, both kinds of abuse
No (SKIP TO 42)
I don’t know (SKIP TO 42)
Kiln owner
Recruiter
Kiln workers
Family members
Other children
Other [Specify] _________________
1.Very good 2. Good 3. Average 4. Poor 5. Very poor 6. No opinion

1.
2.
3.
4.

Working at a brick kiln
Working in a different job
Attending school
Spending all of your time at home
Other [Specify] ____________________

5.

END OF QUESTIONS FOR WORKER ‐ OBSERVATIONS TO BE FILLED OUT BY INTERVIEWER
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44.

Did the interviewee demonstrate any signs of
stress or fatigue? Multiple answers possible

45.

How would you evaluate the interviewee’s
health? Multiple answers possible

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Nervous
Afraid
Tense
Tired
Lacked concentration
Other [Specify] ____________________
None of the above
Appears healthy
Coughs
Visible sores/bruises
Visible injuries
Eyesight problems
Appears malnourished (small size for age, discoloured hair, etc.)
Other [Specify] _____________
1. Yes 2. No

Line no.

46. At any point, did the interviewee continue working while answering questions?
HOUSEHOLD INFORMATION: DO NOT PROMPT, ONE ANSWER PER LINE
47. Relationship
1. Self / Worker
2. Spouse
3. Child
4. Son/ daughter‐
in‐law
5. Sibling
6. Parent
7. Relative
8. Non‐relative

48. Head
of
household
(add
next to
HH)

49. Sex
1. male
2. female

50. Age
(years)

51. Marital
status
1. Single
2. Married
3. Divorced
4. Widowed

52. Working
status
1. Works in kiln
2. Daily worker
3. Works
elsewhere
(Specify)
4. Doesn’t work
5. Can’t
work/disabled
6. Too young/old

53. Education

1. None
2. Informal
education
Up to class 5
Class 5‐8
Some high school
High School
diploma
7. Other [specify]

3.
4.
5.
6.

54. School
attendance
(current)
1. Yes
2. No
‐1 Not
applicable
(too
young/old)

55.
Serious
illness/
injury
(past
12 mos)
1. Yes
2. No

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15

ACCESS TO SHELTER, FOOD & SERVICES
56. What is your current housing arrangement?

1. We own a house
2. We rent a single family house
3. We own a house that we share with other households
4. We rent a house that we share with other households
5. We live in a camp dwelling
6. We live under a tent
7. We live in a temporary shelter / shack
8. Other (Specify): ______________________
Do you have a deed (evidence of ownership or lease 1. No
2. Yes, in court / mazkan
agreement) recorded anywhere for this
3. Yes, in local official records
accommodation? Do not prompt: one answer
4. Yes, elsewhere (specify): _______________
5. I don’t know
Did your employer provide any part of your shelter? 1. Provided shelter
2. Provided materials for shelter construction
Prompt: multiple answers possible
3. Provided land
4. Provided home supplies (oven, bedding, etc.)
5. Did not provide anything
6 .Other (Specify) __________________
How many rooms are there in your shelter? Do not prompt: one answer
1. Yes
2. No
Do you have access to safe drinking water? Do not prompt: one answer
1. Private tap in the house (SKIP TO Q63)
What is the primary source of drinking water for
2. Tap that is shared within the community
your household? Do not prompt: one answer
3. Private well
4. Community/shared well
5. River, lake, pond or stream
6. Bottled water
7. Other: Specify: ________________
How many minutes do you have to walk to access water every day? Do not prompt: one answer
Do not prompt: one answer

57.

58.

59.
60.
61.

62.
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63.

What is the main light source in your home? Prompt: one answer

64.
65.

Do you have access to health care? Do not prompt: one answer
If YES, how far is the nearest clinic or hospital?
Do not prompt: one answer

66.

How often in the last year did you have problems satisfying the
food needs of your family?
Prompt: one answer

FINANCIAL SITUATION
67. Migration status of the household

Returnee (formerly legal refugee): Country of exile: _____________
Returnee (formerly irregular migrant)
Internally Displaced Person
Non‐migrant (neither returnee nor displaced)
5. Other [Specify __________________________]
What is your household’s monthly income? Do not prompt: one answer, AFA
___________
a) Sector
b) Position
What is your household’s main additional
1. Agriculture/livestock
1. Day Labourer
source of income (in addition to the brick kiln
2.
Mining
/
Quarrying
2. Salaried worker (private sector)
worker’s activity)?
3. Road construction
3. Salaries worker (public sector)
Do not prompt: one answer for each column
4. Construction
4. Self‐employed
5. Manufacturing
5. Employer
6. Transportation
6. Unpaid family worker
7. Wholesale trade
7. None
8. Retail trade
9. Health
10. Education
12. Public administration
13. NGO / International Org.
14. Other : Specify: _____________
15. None
What is your household’s total current debt? Do not prompt: one answer, AFA
________
What is the interest rate for the debt? Do not prompt: one answer, 99= don’t know
______ %
How many advances and loans has your family taken in the past 5 years? Do not prompt: one answer, 99= don’t know
___ ___
What is the total amount of these advances and loans in the past five years? Do not prompt: one answer, AFA
__________
1. Yes
Does your household have to pay any fees to the brick kiln owner, recruiter, or other kiln
2. No (SKIP TO Q76)
employees (not payments against debt)? Do not prompt: one answer
Prompt: one answer

68.
69.

70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.

1. Natural Light
2. Kerosene
3. Gas
4. Generator
5. Public electricity
6. Candles
7. Other ______________
1. Yes 2. No (SKIP TO Q66)
1. Less than 15 minutes walk
2. 15‐30 minutes walk
3. 30 minutes‐1 hour
4. > 1 hour
5. Access to mobile clinic – distance varies
6. Other [Specify] _________________________
1. Never
2. Rarely (1 or 2 times)
3. Sometimes (3 to 6 times)
4. Often (a few times every month)
5. Very often (> a few times/month)

1.
2.
3.
4.

If YES, how much do you pay per month?

Shelter/rent
Food and/or water
Electricity
House supplies
Fuel
Transportation
Brick making equipment
Broken bricks
Other [Specify] ________________

1.
2.
3.

Prompt: multiple answers possible

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

FAMILY POSITION IN COMMUNITY
1. Yes 2. No
76. How many years has your family worked in brick kilns (past & current generations)? Do not prompt: one answer
1. Yes 2. No
77. Do you think future generations of your family will continue to work in brick kilns? Do not prompt: one answer
1.
Yes
2.
No
(SKIP
TO
Q80)
78. Do you have relatives that live nearby? Do not prompt: one answer
1. < once a month
79. How often do visit your relatives?
Prompt: one answer

80.

2.
3.

once a month
once a week
> once a week

4.
Do the men in your family participate in community decision‐making? Do not prompt: one answer
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81.
82.
83.

84.

85.
86.

Prompt: one answer

88.

You may have had expectations before your household came here. Have the
work conditions been better, worse or the same as your expectations? (for
example, # of hours, wages, difficulty of work) Prompt: one answer

89.

Have the living conditions been better, worse or the same as your
expectations? (ex: the availability or quality of shelter, food, water, other
services) Prompt: one answer

90.

Did the kiln owner or recruiter ever lie to your household about the work or
living conditions? Do not prompt: one answer
If YES, what did he/she lie about? Do not prompt: multiple answers possible

92.

Did a kiln owner or recruiter pressure or force your household to come work
for the kiln? Do not prompt: one answer

93.

If YES, what sort of pressure or force did he or she use?

95.
96.
97.

1. Kiln owner
2. Recruiter
3. Family member
4. Not recruited/ came to look for job
5. Other (Specify) ____________
1. Better
2. Same
3. Worse
4. I don’t know
1. Better
2. Same
3. Worse
4. I don’t know
1. Yes 2. No (SKIP TO Q92) 3. I don’t know
1. Wages
2. Hours of work
3. Duration of advance repayment
4. Terms of contract
5. Quality or availability of shelter
6. Provision of food/water/supplies
7. Other [Specify] ________________
1.Yes 2. No (SKIP TO Q94) 3. I don’t know

Physical violence
Threats of physical violence
Verbal abuse or intimidation
4. Other [Specify] ____________________
To your knowledge, does the kiln management use any of the following 1. Verbal abuse
2. Fees or increased interest
techniques to punish workers?
3. Increased amount of work
Prompt: multiple answers
4. Food or water withheld
5. Physical violence
6. Other [Specify] __________________
7. No punishment
8. I don’t know
1.Very good 2. Good 3. Average 4. Poor 5. Very poor 6. No opinion
How would you rate the work conditions for adults in this kiln?
Prompt: one answer
1.Very good 2. Good 3. Average 4. Poor 5. Very poor 6. No opinion
How would you rate the work conditions for children in this kiln?
Prompt: one answer
1.Very good 2. Good 3. Average 4. Poor 5. Very poor 6. No opinion
How would you rate the living conditions for your household?
Prompt: one answer
Prompt: multiple answers

94.

2 No
2 No

3. Worse
4. I don’t know
Do you think your household’s access to services is better, the same or 1. Better
2. Same
worse than other members of the community? Prompt: one answer
3. Worse
4. I don’t know
1. Yes (SKIP TO Q87) 2. No
Are members of your family able to leave the kiln site whenever they wish? Prompt: one answer
1. Lack of transportation
If NO, what prevents their freedom of movement? Prompt: one answer
2. Lack of resources
3. Lack of alternate work opportunities in area
4. Must ask permission from kiln owner
5. Use of force by employer
6. Unpaid debt to employer
7. Other [Specify] _________

RECRUITMENT, EXPECTATIONS & CONDITIONS
87. Who recruited members of your household to work at the brick kiln?

91.

1 Yes
1 Yes

Do the women in your family participate in community decision‐making? Do not prompt: one answer
Do the women in your family interact with other women in the community? Do not prompt: one answer
Do you think your household’s economic situation is better, the same 1. Better
2. Same
or worse than other members of the community? Prompt: one answer

1.
2.
3.

FURTHER CONTACT
98. Would you permit us to contact you if we have any follow‐up questions? Prompt: one answer
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7.4 LOCAL ACTOR SURVEY – COMMUNITY MEMBERS
A
B
C
D
E

Interviewer name
Date of interview
District
Profession/community role
Gender of interviewee

1. Surkhroad 2. Deh Sabz
1 Teacher 2. Elder 3. Shura member 4. Other (Specify) ____________________________
1. Male
2. Female

PERSONAL PROFILE
1.
Name
2.
Address
3.
Phone number
4.
Age
5.
Ethnicity
BONDED LABOUR PRODUCTION
6.
Which sectors in this area are known
for using bonded labour?
Do not prompt: multiple answers

___ ___ ___ ___ ‐ ___ ___ ___ ‐ ___ ___ ___

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

Tailoring shops
Metal workshop
Auto repair shops
Brick kilns
Carpet weaving
Street work
Agriculture (farming, livestock)
Other [Specify] ____________________________
I don’t know

Comments:
7.

Is bonded labour in your area more common among adult workers or
workers under 18? Do not prompt: one answer

8.

Are bonded labour contracts used mostly with individuals or with entire
families? Do not prompt: multiple answers

9.

What are the dangers for workers of bonded labour in your opinion?
Do not prompt: multiple answers

1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Adult workers
Child workers
Equal numbers of adult and child workers
I don’t know
Individuals
Entire families
Equal numbers of individuals and families
I don’t know
Exploits workers economically
Leads to verbal abuse of workers by employers
Leads to physical abuse of workers by employers
Damages the health of children (only)
Damages the health of workers (both children and adults)
Hinders child development
Prevents children from getting an education
Physically dangerous for children (not adults)
Perpetuates poverty
Other [Specify]:_____________________________

Comments:
10.

Is bonded labour an old practice in your area?
Do not prompt: one answer

11.

If it is a new practice, why did it start in this area?
Do not prompt: multiple answers possible

1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Yes, around for generations/old practice (SKIP TO Q11)
No, recent practice
I don’t know
Returnees came back with no money or contacts and needed loans
High employer demand for very cheap labour
High demand for bricks for development projects
High demand for bricks for military projects
High demand for bricks for civil construction projects
Emergence of labour contractors that exploit for personal gain
Other: Specify: __________________

Comments:
12.
13.

For how many years do you think bonded labour has been practiced in the area?
1. Yes, it happens frequently
Is it possible for individuals or families to leave
2. Yes, but it is very rare
situations of bonded labour? Prompt: one answer
3.
4.
5.
6.

Number of years

No, employers do not let them leave
No, families do not manage to repay the loans to be free
I don’t know/No answer
Other Specify: __________________

Comments:
14.

In your opinion, how many bonded labourers are aware of or understand all of the conditions
of their debt bondage when they enter into the contract? Do not prompt: one answer

1 All
2. Many
4. Very few 5. None

3. Some
6. Don’t know

Comments:
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CHILD LABOUR
15.
Which sectors do you think hire
the most workers under 18 in this
area?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Do not prompt: multiple answers

8.

Tailoring shops
Metal workshop
Auto repair shops
Brick kilns
Carpet weaving
Street work
Other [Specify] ____________________________
I don’t know

Comments:
16.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

In terms of difficulty for children,
how would you assess work in
brick kilns compared to work in
other sectors
Prompt: one answer

6.

Much harder
Somewhat harder
Same
Somewhat easier
Much easier
I don’t know

Comments:
17.

Do adults and children do the same types of tasks on the brick kilns? Do not prompt: one answer

1.

Yes 2. No

Comments:
18.

Where do the children and adults that work in the brick kilns
come from? Prompt: multiple answers

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Local province
Other Afghan province(s) – Specify _____________________
Pakistan
Other [Specify] ____________________________________
I don’t know

Comments:
19.

20.
21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

Adults are unemployed (no income)
Adults are underemployed (lack of stable income)
Death/illness of the male head of household pushes children to work
High demand for brick work that is best accomplished by children
Desire by children to learn a work skill
No opportunity to go to school / Lack of schools in area
I don’t know
Other: Specify: ___________
1. Yes
2. No (SKIP TO Q22)
Is bonded child labour prevalent in brick kilns in your area?
1. Poverty among households in the area
What is the main social reason
2. Lack of alternative work opportunities in the area
that makes child bonded labour so
3. Lack of schools in the area
common in your area?
4. Illiteracy of population of the area
Prompt: one answer
5. Construction companies located nearby and so large demand for bricks
6. Long tradition of child bonded labour in this work sector and area
7. No or little enforcement of law by the government / authorities / NGOs
8. I don’t know
9. Other: Specify: ___________
a. Do you think there are more or fewer children working in this a. 1. Many more
2. A few more
area’s brick kilns than 5 years ago? Prompt: one answer
3. Same number (SKIP TO Q23)
b. Why has the number changed? Comments box only
4. A few less
5. Many less
6. I don’t know
b.
What do you think is the main advantage to having 1. Children are more productive than adults
2. Children are more obedient than adults
children work in brick kilns?
3. Provides extra income for the family
Do not prompt: one answer only
4. Pays better than other sectors
5. Teaches children a work skill
6. Other [Specify] _____________________________
Comments:
What do you think is the main disadvantage to having 1. Less productive than adults
2. Prevents school attendance
children work in brick kilns?
3. Harms child development
Do not prompt: one answer possible
4. Damages child health
5. Exposure to severe incidents and death
6. Other [Specify] ______________________________________
Comments:
Does the use of child labour in brick kilns create any 1. Sustains economic growth in our area
positive long‐term effects for the community? If so, 2. Strengthens our most viable industry in the area
3. Attracts families to come settle in our area
what is the main positive effect?
4. Attracts attention of the governments and organisations for assistance
Do not prompt: one answer only
5. Offers livelihoods to our community

What is, in your opinion, the
principal economic factor that
pushes children to work in brick
kilns in your area?
Prompt: one answer

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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6.

7.

No positive long‐term effects
Other: Specify:_______________

Comments:
26.

Does the use of child labour in brick
kilns create any negative long‐term
effects for the community? If so, what
is the main negative effect?
Do not prompt: one answer only

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Less educated work force
Poor health of work force
Families caught in cycle of poverty
Hurts economic potential of community
No negative long‐term effects
Other [Specify] ______________________________________

1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Provide free education to children
Ban child labour
Advocacy (directed at parents)
Other [Specify] __________________________
Limit hours of work
Provide access to credit to families
Provide health care at workplace
Provide food and/or water
Provide better shelter
Pay children more
Other [Specify] ___________________________________

Comments:
27.

a. What is the main factor that could
help reduce the number of child
workers? Do not prompt: one answer
b. What are the factors that could help
improve the working conditions of
child labourers?
Do not prompt: multiple answers

Comments:
28.
29.
30.

Do you think the government should develop more laws that specifically address bonded
labour? Do you think the government is enforcing current labour laws? Comments box only
Is your community currently doing something to help the children and/or their families
working in brick kilns? Comments box only
Do you personally know children that are working or have worked in brick kilns? Could you
describe how this work affected their lives? Comments box only

FURTHER CONTACT
31.
Would you permit us to contact you if we have any follow‐up questions?

1. Yes

2. No

7.5 LOCAL ACTOR SURVEY – KILN OWNERS
A
B
C
D

Interviewer name
Date of interview
District
Gender of interviewee

PERSONAL PROFILE
1.
Name
2.
Address
3.
Phone number
4.
Age
5.
Ethnicity

1.
1. Male

Surkhroad 2. Deh Sabz
2. Female

___ ___ ___ ___ ‐ ___ ___ ___ ‐ ___ ___ ___

BRICK PRODUCTION
(If 12, SKIP TO Q8)
6.
How many months out of the year does this brick kiln operate? Do not prompt: one answer
7.
What do you do in the off‐season? Prompt: one answer 1. Operate a kiln elsewhere. Location _____________________

8.
9.
10.

11.

___ ___

2. Work in another sector. Specify ______________________
3. Take time off
4. Other [Specify] ________________________
How many bricks do you produce per month? Do not prompt: one answer
On average, how much do you sell a batch of 1000 bricks for? Do not prompt: one answer, AFA
1. Individuals with small construction projects
Who are your main customers? Prompt: one answer
2. Afghan construction companies
3. Int’l construction companies. Nationality ________________
4. Other [Specify] ____________________
Do you know if any of your bricks have been used for 1. Yes, development projects
2. Yes, military projects
development or military projects? Do not prompt: one answer
3. Yes, both development and military projects
4. Not used for these types of projects
5. I don’t know
Comments:
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EMPLOYEES
12. How many employees do you have? Do not prompt: one answer
Men, ≥18
13. Age & gender breakdown Prompt: one answer per space
14. Are many of your employees are returnees? Prompt: one answer

15.

How do you recruit workers? Prompt: multiple answers possible

16.

From where do you recruit your employees?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Women, ≥18
Boys, <18
Girls, <18
Many (more than half)
Some (less than half)
Very few
None
I don’t know
Recruit myself
Use a recruiter
Recruit through other employees
Recruit through local authorities/officials
Purchase contracts from other kilns in Afghanistan
Purchase contracts from Pakistan
Other [Specify]____________________

Comments:
1. Local province
2. Other provinces ___________________________
3. Pakistan
4. Other [Specify]___________________
1. Yes 2. No
Do you provide advances or loans to your employees? Do not prompt: one answer
___ ___ ___ %
What percentage of your employees has taken advances or loans from you? Do not prompt: one answer
1. Cost of migration
What do they need the advances or loans for?
2. Wedding
Do not prompt: one answer
3. Funeral
4. Health/medical costs
5. House construction/repairs
6. Daily household expenses
7. Food
8. Other [Specify]
Comments:
a. Fee 1. Yes _________2. No
b. Interest 1. Yes ______% 2. No
Do you charge a fee or interest for the advance or loan?
Comments:
Prompt: one answer per line , include unit for fee
1. Fees ______________
Are there any penalties for late payments?
2. Increased hours of work ____________
Prompt: multiple answers possible
3. Increased interest _____________
4. Physical retribution
5. Other [specify]________________
6. No penalty
Comments:
Prompt: multiple answers possible

17.
18.
19.

20.
21.

WAGES
22. How much do you pay brick makers for 1000 basic bricks? Do not prompt: One answer, AFN
23. How many bricks can one adult typically make in a 24‐hour period? Do not prompt: One answer
24. How many bricks can one child typically make in a 24‐hour period? Do not prompt: One answer
25. How many adults work days and nights in a typical week? Do not prompt: One answer
26. What are the typical working hours for adults in 24 hours? Prompt: One answer per letter
27. How many workers under 18 work days and nights in a typical week? Do not prompt: One answer
28. What are the typical working hours for children in a 24‐hour period? Prompt: One answer per letter
a. Type
29. a. Do you produce any other types of bricks or tiles?
1. Tiles
b. How much do you pay brick makers per 1000 bricks?

Do you deduct any fees for the following?
Prompt: One answer per line, AFN

31.

How much are kiln operators paid per month? Prompt: One answer, AFN

SERVICE
32. a. Do you provide any of the following for your
employees? Prompt: multiple answers possible
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a. days ______ b. nights _______
Day shift
Night shift
b. Payment/1000 bricks

2. Higher quality bricks
3. Other [Specify]
4. None
1. Broken/damaged bricks
2. Fees for equipment
3. Commission to recruiter
4.Commission to other workers
5. Other [Specify]

Prompt: Multiple answers possible

30.

a. days _______ b. nights ______

a. Provided by employer
1. Shelter (constructed)
2. Materials to build shelter
3. Home supplies (bedding, oven)
4. Food

_________

b. Fees
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

b. Do you charge any fees for these services?
Prompt: multiple answers possible

Water
Education/literacy courses
Health care
Transportation
None

_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________

Comments:

33.

Do any of the children (<18) that work here attend school? Prompt: One answer

1.Yes 2. No (SKIP TO Q35) 3. Don’t know (SKIP TO Q35)

Comments:

34.

If YES, do you know how many attend school? Do not prompt: One answer

PERCEPTION
35. Do you think there are any advantages to having
children work in brick kilns?
Do not prompt: multiple answers possible

a. number

b. Percentage ____________%

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

More productive (Specify reason) ____________________
More obedient
Provides extra income for family
Pays better than other sectors
Teaches a skill
Other [Specify] ____________________________

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Less productive
Prevents school attendance
Harms child development
Damages child health
Other [Specify] ____________________________

Comments:

36.

Do you think there are any disadvantages to having
children work in brick kilns?
Do not prompt: multiple answers possible
Comments:

37.

What are the business advantages of offering advances to
employees? Prompt: multiple answers possible

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Helps recruit employees
Ensures inexpensive labour
Ensures regular labour
Increases productivity
Other [Specify] ____________________________

Comments:

38.

What is, in your opinion, the principal economic
factor that pushes children to work in brick kilns in
your area? Prompt: one answer

39.

What is the main social reason that makes child
bonded labour so common in your area?

1. Adults are unemployed (no income)
2. Adults are underemployed (lack of stable income)
3. Death/illness of the male head of household pushes children to work
4. High demand for brick work that is best accomplished by children
5. To learn a skill
6. I don’t know
7. Other: Specify: ___________
1. Lack of schools
2. Located near construction companies
3. Long tradition of child bonded labour in this area
4. No control from the government / authorities / NGOs
5. High number of female headed households
6. I don’t know
7. Other: Specify: ___________

Prompt: one answer

FURTHER CONTACT
40. Would you permit us to contact you if we have any follow‐up questions?

1.Yes 2. No

END OF QUESTIONS FOR EMPLOYER – INTERVIEWER OBSERVATIONS
1. New model/nice car
41. Did the person interviewed appear to have
2. New model mobile phone
any of the following?
Multiple answers possible

42.

How was the behaviour of the person
interviewed towards you / your questions?
Multiple answers possible

3.
4.
5.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

TV in office
Air conditioning
Other: Specify: ___________
Comfortable
Uncomfortable
Did not want to talk about child workers
Did not want to show us his brick kiln
Did not want me to see or talk to adult workers
Did not want me to see or talk to child workers

Contacts:
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Samuel Hall is a research and consulting company with headquarters in Kabul, Afghanistan. We specialise in
perception surveys, policy and socio‐economic research, evaluations and impact assessments for
governmental and non‐governmental organisations. Our teams of technical experts, practitioners, and
researchers have years of field and research experience in Afghanistan. This has allowed us to i) acquire a firm
grasp of the political and socio‐cultural context of development in Afghanistan; ii) design data collection
methods and statistical analyses for monitoring, evaluation and planning of programmes; iii) apply cross‐
disciplinary knowledge in providing integrated solutions for policy interventions. For more information, visit
www.samuelhall.org or contact us at development@samuelhall.org.
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